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Serves Scouts Here

Guy Shoulders SeAs Master HomeOf County For
Competition

Draft Board No.9
Can't Meet Order
For Inductions
Chairman Still Lacking
So Selective Service
Is Hampered In
Three Counties

ay Martin, county presannounced that Annual
(Indwell County Homewill be held in Ogden
Church, Thursday,
at 1 o'clock, at the
fan session of the adouncil, which met in
courtroom, Sept 22.
s were given by Mrs.
Phelps, Mrs. Percy
ises Guy Shoulders,
B. Sims and Mrs. Alnby. Presidents were
Is remind all members
are important.
Shoulders was sea committee compos. Lester Paris, Mrs.
Sims, Mrs. Cline MurMrs. Virgil Coleman, as
Farm Homemaker from
County to compete
nominees from countbe Pennyroyal district
recognition in achievede in farm home-

" With the appointment of Robert Emmett Rodgers, Marion
representing Crittenden . county,
Draft Board No. 9 is now complete except for a chairman,
Henry Averdick, chief clerk,
said Wednesday.
The first meeting of the board
is called for Tuesday, Oct. 5,
Mr. Averdick said.

k
4-H County Champions
Will Be Named Soon

Number 40

TRUMAN RECEIVES GOAT

Improved Tigers
lost To Maroons
Win Opener 32-0

Girls and boys are requested to hand in written
reports of their 4-H Club
projects for the last year
by October 2, County Agent
R. A. Mabry and Home
Agent Wilma Vandiver said
this week. From this list,
the county champions will
be selected, to compete with
winners of Lyon, Hopkins,
Christian, Todd and Trigg
counties at
the district
achievement
meeting,
in
Hopkinsville, October 19.
Project winners will be honored by members of the
Princeton Retail Merchants
Association with a dinner in
October.

Light, Aggressive Bengals
Delight Fans With Easy
Victory; Band In
New Uniforms

Butler's Bengali of the gridiron, fresh from a rousing victory in their first home game
of the season, worked diligently this week preparing to play
hosts to the Madisonville Maroons here Friday night.
Howard McConnell, president
of the Band Boosters Club, sponJames J. Harris
sors of this year's home football
James J. Harris will serve the
games, said about 50 resersesd
Three Rivers District, including
Although the Defense Deseats which were not 'old beLyon, Livingston, Crittenden and partment has ordered Selective
fore last week's game, will be
Caldwell counties, as a Field Service to begin induction by
available to persons wanting
Scout Executive during the next month, with pre-induction
them for single games remainnext year, 1948-49. Harris has examinations starting October 4,
ing on the home schedule. It
done considerable Scout work Henry Averdick, chief clerk of
Jack Richardson (left), local goat raiser, presents President Harry S. Truman (center) is anticipated the Madisonville,
in Princeton, Eddyville, Marion, the local board, believes such
Members To Elect New
an angora goat at Uvalde, Tex., (Sept. 26) after Truman arrived to have breakfast with former Hcrpkinsville and Marion conand Kuttawa during the last rapid induction impossible for
vice-president John N. Garner (right) at Gar ner's home. The lettering on the goat's blanket tests will be sell-outs.
year, assisted by the Rev. Tho- Board No. 9, serving Lyon, Officers And Queen
Last year the Tigers, very
says "Dewey's Goat." (AP Wirephoto)
At Dinner
mas Hackney, of Eddyville.
Caldwell and Crittenden counmuch the underdogs, lost to
A Caldwell County Farm BuSince the Rev. Mr. Hackney ties.
Madisonville, 18 to
13, at
has moved to South Dakota to
'We can do nothing until the reau queen will be selected next
Madisonville, and narrowly
accept a pastorate with the appointment of a chairman of week by members at their
inmissed a victory in the last
Methodist Church, Dean said it the board is approved", Mr.
nual meeting, to be held at East.
minutes of play. The Mais necessary for Harris to spend Averdick said. "Certainly they
roons, playing strong teams of
more time in the district during wouldn't expect us to order men sideSchool Friday, Oct. 8, at
Caldwell Delegation Will the conference, have be. n de6:30 o'clock, it was announced
the coming year.
drafted until we can sit as a
Fire Prevention Week is be- found, and recommendations
feated twice this season. losing
wing committee
Attend Demonstration
Harris lives in Madisonville board a n d consider qualifica- this week by Edwin Lamb, pres- ing observed one week ahead of were made to prevent loss of
to Mayfield the opening garr.e,
ident. The winner of the county
' ted to make plans with his wife and two children. tions of registrants", he
the national program in Cald- life and property due to fire. October 13
said.
25 to 6, and to Bowling Green
contest will represent the orMutual meeting: Nomi- He had considerable Scouting
Last week Selective Service
well and surrounding counties. The,schools were given 60 days
The Kentucky Conservation last week, 14 to 6. Mayfield is
ganization at the District...Farm
ittee, Mrs. Lester experience as a volunteer, 6 was ordered to
put into uniform
Christian, Trigg, Todd and Cald- to follow recommendations, af- Caravan, believed to be the first touted as the top team in the
Bureau meeting, to be held late
Hugh Goodwin, Mrs. years experience as an employe an additional
15,000 men from
well counties have chosen this ter which another inspection
in October.
of its kind in the Nation, will loop and B. G. is no pushover,
n; program commit of the Y. M. C. A. and teaching the country as a
week, September 26-October 3, will be made by the fire marwhole. It was
J. E. Stanford, executive secDon Boitnott, Mrs. Al- experience before coming into hoped the men could be in
visit Marshall county October anytime.
to observe anti-fire care, and to shal's office.
uniretary of the State organization,
by, Mrs. Charles Lester, the Scout movement profession- form in
examine their schools and homes
Recommendations at Butler II, and Union county October Band And Team Play
November, with a secwill be principal speaker. Offion Cdfnmins; decorat- ally. He is a veteran of World ond group
for fire hazands.
High school included addition of 13, it was announced this week
reporting for duty the
Well In Season's Opener
cers for the next year are to
79,ttee, Eddy Creek Club War II.
first 20 days of December.
Speakers discussed fire pre- panic release hardware to all by Oliver Allcock, Soil ConserButler's Band played sweet
be elected.
.- D. W. Satterfield,
Questionnaires have already
vention and related subjects at the exits, removal of heavy vation agent here.
music exceptionally well and
Dinner will be served by
refreshments, Otter
been mailed to some registrants,
civic club meetings, and in city screens and bars from windows,
Speakers at the Union county looked elegant in new uniforms
the County Homemakers, with
es Mrs. Homer Mitch
Mr. Averdick said, and it is
schools this week. Joe W. East, an inspection and repairing of demonstration will include Govbought by the Band Boosters
a charge of 50 cents made to
George Martin, Mrs.
hoped with appointment of a
chief of the Hopkinsville fire de- heating and electrical equip- ernor Earle C. Clements. All
Club and displayed before toe
defray part of the expenses. All
.eiger; hostesses, Miss
chairman of the board, action
partment, and Robert F. Hamm ment, and addition of fire ex- veterans' farm classes of Cald- home fans for the first time
members of the Farm Bureau
ainson, Mrs. Charles
can be taken on the recent Sespoke to the Rotary Club Tues- tinguishing equipment.
well county will attend, al- last Friday night . . . but the
have been urged to attend with
Mni. Will Pool, Mrs. Crowned Between Halves lective
day night.
Bastside school was asked to though only Union county vet- Tiger gridders, for once, shone
Service order.
their families and guests.
yatt, Mrs. A. R. Horn.
Wednesday morning Robert F. cut the heating room off from erans will participate in the
After the first of the year the
By Grid Squad At
as brilliantly as their musical
Clyde Wood.
Hamm, director of fireman the rest of the building by walls, program, Mr. Allcock said.
monthly draft calls are expected
counterparts, with a p .rforrawere: Mrs. Ray MarFriday's Game
training, Indiana rating bureau, ceilings and doors having a fire
to average about 30,000. The Republican Women Of
Consisting of more than $100,- ance which left little to be desirRuth Adams, senior at Butler
Charles Hubbard, Mrs.
at resistance rating of not less than 000 worth of equipment and a ed in trimming Franklin--SimpIndianapolis, Ind., spoke
size will depend upon voluntary District To Meet Here
Phelps, Mrs. Percy High School, began her reign
enlistments. If enlistments are
Republican
women
of the Eastside Graded school, at Dot- one hour. Approved metal cans mile in length, the caravan be- son's squad 32 to 0 before an
Ars. Guy Shoulders, as
Queen of Football last Friday high, the draft calls will be First District have announced a sou School and at Butler High for storage of oil mops and pol- gan its month-long tour of Ken- admiring throng which almost
-.a Lisanby, Mrs. Ora
smaller.
meeting to be held October 2, 9x€ool., Mr. Hamm was heard ishing cloths were recommend- tucky farms September 18, from filled the stadium.
Mrs. Frank Burchert, night. Crowned in impressive
All
men
in
November
and
Deat
10 o'clock in the morning at by the .Princeton Kiwanis Club ed. Some of the fire hose was.. the State Fairgrounds.
Jerry P'Pool scored first kg,'
H. Beck, Mrs. W. L ceremonies between halves, Miss
found to be defective, and eleccember class will go into the the George Coon
Equipment ranges from 1,000- Butler on a run around left end
Library, at noon yesterday.
, Mrs. A. K. Horning, Adams tenure will extend
A member of the State Fire trical wiring was pointed out pound wheel tractors to 17,000- early in the initial quarter. He
Army. The Air Force and Navy Princeton. Morning and afterWatson, Mrs. J. B. through the 1948-49 football seaare not asking for draftees at noon sessions will be held, Marshal's office inspected city as being a fire hazard.
pound crawler tractors. Every had the best interference shown
-. L. B. Sims, Miss son. She succeeds Judy Pruett,
An inadequate amount of fire conceivable type of equipment by a Butler team in years. A
present. They are relying on which will be workshops on schools September 4, for the purAssistant State
pose of 'locating existing condi- extinguishing equipment w a s needed to establish a complete line plunge for extra point
in June. The volunteers to fill their ranks.
campaign technique.
home agents, and who was graduated
tions which would be classified found at Dotson High School, conservation program will be
Mrs.
A.
R.
Anderson,
chairfailed, the score was 6 to 0, and
opening
home
at Wilma Vandivers occasion was the
by
manufacturers, the game's result never was
man, Mayfield, will be in charge. as fire hazards. Some conditions and wiring was recommended as furnished
game, in which Franklin-SimpSchool
• while local dealers at each dem- in doubt.
Guest speakers at the luncheon of a hazardous nature were a checking point.
-.makers attended the son was defeated by the Butler
onstration will provide -additionmeeting will be Mrs. S. D. Pace,
Butler kicked off to the visitraining school squad.
al machines, seed, fertilizer and tors again but soon regained posBurksville, a member of the NaMiss Leone Gillett,
Miss Adams, of Cobb comMercury
Drops
To
43
other supplies to supplement the session of the pigskin when
tional Committee; Mrs. BartheS;ate leader of home munity, received
her crown
caravan.
nia Joplin, president of the FedOver Week-End Here
F-S failed to make first down.
Crowe Says Unit Can
..! ss Gillett said club from a member of the football
Purpose is to show farmers Barnett went 30 yards on an
Caldwell county's n e w
erated Wome n' s Republican
:.ced to know as much squad, Charley P'Pool, senior
Do Much To Control
the importance of conservation end run, to the visitors' 10-yard
look in fall weather dropClubs of Kentucky, and other
,-sidents, in order that guard and letterman. The squad
Future Business Group
and to keep them informed as line. J. P'Pool made- 4, and then
Delinquency
ped even lower than just a
State leaders.
.- eeting may progress members elected Miss Adams
to newer practices which have Skinner went off tackle for the
Organizes; Margaret
Frankfort, Sept. 28—Commislittle below the knee Sunday
:ad quickly.
from among several other candi- sioner of State Police Guthrie
been developed.
when a reading of 43 desecond Butler touchdown. An
Boaz
Advisor
.lance were: Mrs. Wis.! dates.
Rev. Ted Hightower To
F. Crowe has announced selecgrees was recorded by A.
attempted kick for extra point
The
Future
Business
Leaders
yville Road Cleb; Mrs.
Miss Adams' attendants were tion of State Trooper Lee Tuck- Lead Methodist Revival
M. Harvill, official weather
was blocked.
No Typhoid Reported
,rchett, Eddy Creek Jo Lester and Wilma Williams,
Rev. Ted Hightower, Broad- of America of Butler High
er, Vine Grove, to head the
observer h e r e. Sunday's
Shortly after the third kickSchool
elected
officers
for
the
Virgil Watson, Mrs. other finalists in the contest.
By
Princeton Physicians
school patrol section of the State way Methodist Church, Paducah,
high, however, soared to 73
off, Williamson intercepted a
her, Farmersville; Mrs.
coming
year
at
their
first
meetDr. W. L. Cash, acting health
will open a revival Sunday, Nov.
Police.
degrees, and by Monday it
forward pass on the visitors' 30
ing of the season Friday, Sept.
Littlejohn, Hall Club;
officers for Caldwell county, anTucker is a former criminal 14, at Ogden Memorial Methohad reached 80. Monday's
and ran 5 yards. The quarter
B. Sims, Otter Posd Medical Group Elects
24.
The
following
were
elected
nounced this week that no tyinvestigation agent with the dist Church, it was announced,
low was around 49 degre
ended at this juncture but Barto serve for the 1948-49 season:
Dr. Ralph Cash Director
phoid
cases
had
been
reported
Rev.
Joe
Callender,
this
week.
Army 'Air Forces. He has been
which foretold that the new
(Please Turn To Page 4)
President, Louise Sigler; vice
Dr. R. L. Cash was elected
to
his
office.
This
survey
Church,
inMethodist
Luke's
St.
selected to act as liaison officer
look, With its enveloping
president,
Jo
Lester;
secretary,
director for the First District of
cluded
a
check
will
all
doctors
singing.
in
between the State Police, Amer- Louisville, will lead the
skirts, might not be so bad
Wilma Williams; treasurer, Jo
the Kentucky Academy of Genthe county, Dr. Cash said.
ican Legion, school authorities
after alt.
Ann King; reporter, Dolores
eral Practice at the annual
and the school patrol.
Roberta Dalzell Is
1
Cunningham, and typist, Joyce
meeting this week in Cincinna"It is not our belief that poDinner Meeting To Plan
Dearing.
Employed
In
New
York
ti. The session of the Kentucky
25
Attend
Forestry
the
lice organizations, such as
1949
The F.B.L.A. -of Butler High
March Of Dimes
Miss Roberta I)alzell, daughAcademy of General Practice
asting, Trap
Late Corn Crop Matured
State Police, should be used
Meeting At Sub-Station
A dinner meeting will be held
coincided with the 98th annual solely for the purpose of appre- ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Dal- was formed last year by the
ng To Be
Twenty-five
Caldwell
county
But Not Equal
at the Princeton Hotel at 6:30
Franklin street, visited her shorthand class and is now afmeeting of the Kentucky State hending
law violators," said zell,
es Of Event
Medical Association, which open- Crowe. "We believe much can parents recently enroute to New filiated with the national organ- farmers attended a forestry o'clock the night of October 15, Of Early Yield
eli County Fish and ed Tuesday. Attending
BY ASSOC IATED PRESS)
th e
training meeting in the woods to present the Crippled ChilYork, where she is employed by ization.
be done by a spirit of obedience
Louisville — Tobacco cutting
First project of the group on the Western Kentucky Sub- dren program in Kentucky and
:stective
Association meetings from Princeton were
Pan-American Airways, at Lain
the
minds
law
inculcated
ae its annual picnic Dr. R. L. Cash, Dr. W. L. Cash to
Guardia Field. She received her consisted in preparation of a Station farm the afternoon of the part the Kentucky Chapter in Kentucky is about finished
of young folk and will go far
of the National Foundation for and most of the crop is housed,
afternoon, Oct. 7, from and Dr. Kenneth Barnes.
training in Kansas City, Mo., self-analysis sheet to determine
toward decreasing criminal tenqualifications f o r September 22. Ralph A. Nelson, Infantile Paralysis is to play in with exception of a little very
O'clock, H. B. Cherry,
on Long Is- individual
resides
and
now
dencies in the future."
county assistant in forestry, pre- it, Inez K. Ligon, director of the late tobacco, the U. S. Weather
jobs.
announced this wee's
land, N. Y.
P'Pool Graduated
Tucker will have charge of
Miss Margaret Boaz, instructor sented a simplified method for State chapter, announced this Bureau reported Tuesday.
•x will be held at he Jack R.
the program for introduction of
of commerce, is club advisor.
The bureau's weekly weather
Princeton Gun Club, From Television School
estimating the board-foot con- week. Persons here Who have
system in Kiwanians Hear Talk
been active in this work have and crop summary said the conJack R. P'Pool, son of Mr. the schoolboy patrol
lahan's farm.
ients
of
standing
trees.
Tentasystem
as
a
public
school
the
been invited to attend the tinued dry weather favored dryOn Fire Prevention
.sting contest will be and Mrs. Jack P'Pool, Cobb, has
2 Kentucky Bulls Win
tive plans were made for an- meeting.
ing and curing of tobacco, and
graduated from Central means of combating juvenile deRobert F. Hamm, director of
'Inbers of the Junior just
other field meeting within the
better wind movement aided the
a Club, who will be Radio and Television School, linquency. The State Police is fireman training for the -State Tennessee Fair Prizes
in of Indiana, delivered an address
Knoxville -- AP — Petunia next few months to study prinprocess.
.he sportsmen, and cl Kansas City, Mo., and has ac- sponsoring the movement
Homemakers
To
Learn
connection with the American on "The Fifth Horseman", on XVI, Angus bull owner by ciples of selecting trees for
The late corn crop has practine contest for the cepted a position with Chicago
Legion. In some communities uncontroled fire, at Wednes- French Broad Farms of Bowling harvest.
About Slip Covers
cally matured, the report said,
'sers of the club, Mr. and Southern Airlines in Evansin
will
join
civic
bodies
other
Green,
Ky.,
was
crowned
grand
Miss Vivian Curnutt, home and in some advanced fields,
agent.
day's meeting of the Kiwanis
Prizes will be ville, Ind., as a station
furnishing lea d e r. Extension cutting has started. The condiClub in connection with the lo- champion bull at the Tennessee Opens Insurance Office
the top three in eacli He assumed his duties last week. the movefhent.
Service, University of Kentucky, tion of this crop is not quite
cal observance of Fire Preven- trial Fair here Tuesday. Another On E. Court Square
Mrs. P'Pool is the daughter of
Miss Busch Cummins, who will give the first lesson of a equal to that of the early
Japan
tion Week. Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, Kentucky bull, Eris Bandolier,
crop,
and Game Club c`' Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McCollum, Serving In
Pfc. James B. Cochran, son delegate to the district Kiwanis owned by W. D. Fishback, Ver- was employed as secretary at series of four on slip covers to it was stated, as most of it is
f approximately 90 Garrett Street.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Cochran, convention, reported a good sailles, was adjudged Angus Woodall Insurance Agency the home furnishing
leaders of rated as fair to good only.
last 18 years, has opened an Caldwell County Homemakers
Green street, has been promot- meeting at Nashville. Dr. C. H. junior champion bull.
In the eastern counties, some
Mrs. Ralph L. Cash
insurance office at 103 E. Court Clubs in the Masonic building, corn still is green and wet, and
ed to private first class, with Jaggers was the club's other
FA Chapter
Tokyo,
Jain
Eighth
Army
Square,
and
will
PTA
the
service
all
October 6, from 10 until 3 in the Bluegrass region some
Heads Eastside
delegate to this meeting.
B&PW Club To
types of insurance.
o'clock.
Officers for the next year pan. Pfc. Cochran entered the
was permanently injured by the
ew Officers
Visit
Audobon
Park
1947, and reThis first lesson will include prolonged dry weather and will
High School Chapter, were elected at last week's Army in March,
Meeting
Tree
Cutting
Members
of
the
Business
and
training at Ft.
a study of the kind of material not mature.
See Vandy-Tech Game
rmers of America, me.
. meeting of the Parent-Teachers ceived basic
Professional Women's Club will
to Scheduled For Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Tay suitable, color of patterns most
Temperatures were below norrnoon and elected Association of Eastside Graded Lewis, Wash. He is entitled
the wear the Medal of Occupation
There will be a meeting at leave Sunday morning for Hen- lor and daughter, Nancy; Mr. desirable, styling of slip covers mal throughout the last
f.rs
for the coming School, the first meeting of
week.
derson, where they will have and Mrs. J. L. Clore, Middles- and suitable
the
Asher,
of
the
farm
of
J.
D.
Japan.
of
material for pad- The nights especially were ras Hodge, president; season.
a
picnic
at
noon
in
Audobon
community,
Friday
serve
Farmersville
will
boro;
and
who
Miss
Nancy
Stowers ding.
Among those
ther too cool for maturing crops,
'1)ar, vice-president;
afternoon, Oct. 1, at 1:30 o'clock, Park, it was announced Wed- attended the Georgia Tech-Vanare Mrs. Beautifies Lot With
According to Home Agent with lowest temperature readsecretary; Billy in official capacities
nesday
by
Miss
Mary
Wilson
of
wood.
to study conservation
derbilt football game, in Nash- Wilma
Vandiver each c 1 u b ings in the middle and lower
, asurer; Ellis John Ralph L. Cash, president; Mrs. Display Of Shrubbery
viceH. L. Hobby, retired I. C. land resources. R. A. Mabry, Eldred, president. Members who ville, Saturday. They were met should be represented by two 40's in most sections.
'Pr. and Roy Haw- Eugene L. Williamson,
Bright
expect
to
attend
are
asked
to
there by Bob Taylor, Vander- home furnishing leaders.
president; Mrs. H. Merle Drain, Railway employe, has recen•ly county Agent, and Ralph A.
sunshine during the daytime,
notify
Blades, bilt University,. Cadet
Mrs. May
forassistant
in
the
vacant
county
Wila
nursery
on
Nelson,
opened
P.
Fred
Joe
Mrs.
and
secretary,
however, nitre than offset the
Nancy lot next to the Princeton Hotel. estry, will lead discussion on secretary.
Taylor, McCallie School, ChatMr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols cool nights, the report said.
cox, treasurer. Miss
ennessee Fair
cut,
and
ready
to
„rebeen
cleaned
tree
The
lot
has
"When
is
a
tanooga,
and
Rumsey Taylor, and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder
Water supplies were reported
Mrs. Dike :)svet.- Stowers. music director,
Miss Prudence Polk, ,NashMr. and Mrs. Marvin sented a program. The next planted with shrubbery and hae and how many feet of lumber ville, Tenn., is visiting hOr sis- Jr., of Georgia Tech. The latter left Sunday for A week's. vaca- becoming seriously short In the
much to the attracton will it produce?" The meeting ter,
tended the Tennessee meeting will be held October added
Mrs. Dique Eldred, and fam- accompained them home for tion in Plant City, Tampa and central counties and hauling for
Is open to all wishing to attend. ily.
of S. Seminary street.
the week-end.
other points in Florida.
at Nashville, Frld.y. 21, it was announced.
stock became more frequent.

Farm Bureau To
Meet Friday, Oct.8

Schools, Civic Clubs Hear Veteran Trainees
To Visit Caravan
Fire Prevention Talks

Ruth Adams Is
Football Queen

UtS7

,t)

makers Will
Annual Day
October 14
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School Patrol
leader Is Named

Louise Sigler Is
Butler FI31.A Head

Game Club
ave Picnic

Tobacco Cutting
Almost Finished
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McCracken Sets Example
McCracken has 'joined the ranks of seeding of designated areas with perprogressive counties that have seen the manent pasture mixtures and relocation
plight of weather-beaten and over-used of fences on the contour.
farmland.
The work costs each of the farm-ownDemonstrations started Monday on
and county firms
three McCracken farms, designed to ers about $600. City
dealers lent
equipment
and
donated
cash,
prove community cooperation and ordilandowners
The
job.
for
the
years
of
implements
nary farming tools can bring 5
progress to a farm in one day. All vet- bought only fencing, seed and fertilizer.
McCracken has shown us a fine examerans from farm training classes and
agricultural agencies in the county are ple of community cooperation, pointing
cooperating to do "face-lifting" to farms out what can be done when people work
in several sections of the county, so that together. But the point we believe to be
all near-by farmers may witness the significant is the recognition that overdemonstrations.
use of the land, and its continuous exThe same steps were taken on posure to the elements, has a wearing
all three farms. They included digging effect upon it and that only through
of large ponds, terracing of fields that hard work and much expense can it
(P. 0.)
need terracing, liming and phosphating, be restored.

kii pennyriie

postscripts

Governor Thurmond Guesses Wrong
Basing his hope of election as Presi- program which would deprive the Southdent of the United States upon the chance ern states of their powers to control the
that neither Dewey nor Truman will be Negro problem which is theirs so ex- SEPTEMBER DAYS
able to muster the necessary number of clusively are in error; and we also be- Red autumn blazes on the tree
Electoral College votes to win, Gov. J. lieve the people of the South are working And frosted leaves go floating
free,
Strom Thurmond, of South Carolina, ap- out their own salvation far better in
As
book in hand the children go
treigrhbors
their
pealed for Kentucky support at Madison- their own way than
To learn the facts that adults
ville last Saturday, saying the S t at e s across the Mason and Dixon line can posknow.
Rights ticket "offers the only protection sibly hope td do the job for them, since In school, where play-time linagainst watering down our system of the northerners and easterners have so
gers still
government with communistic, pseudo- little real knowledge of the South and One tries to bend an iron will.
its race problem.
progressive -totalitarianism".
At yonder desk a sober youth
Governor Thurmond has some supporBut the States Rights pa r ty is too Will spend his years in search
of truth
ters hereabouts and will receive a token young and too poorly equipped to do a
vote, without doubt; but we seriously job . . irsr th'e larger field of American That blue-eyed girl with nature
calm
question whether there are many citizens citizenship and for true tenets of Desoothe hot brows with coolWill
are
here or elsewhere in Kentucky who
mocracy . . . to have much weight in
ing palm
high minded enough to cast their bal- this year's election, in our opinion.
This falcon-lad will fire a town
lots in a cause they feel certain is lost.
Governor Thurmond will be disappoint- And batter ancient Bastilles
The Democratic party, Governor Thur- ed in his expectation that the voters will
down.
mond said at Madisonville, was conceived throw the decision into the hands of the A tyrant here, a blessing there,
by Thomas Jefferson and founded by House of Representatives, or force the A demon force with golden hair
him. He urged that the tenets of that Electoral Collegc to chose him as its Whose strength can break tradition's walls
party be supported "against political van- compromise choice for President.
Drowns out the voice which
dals who would paint it red". He declarEither President Trutnan will succeed,
duty calls.
ed that Truman, Dewey and Wallace are in what appears now to be an almost im- A warning buzzes from a cloud
"proposing civil rights programs which possible task, in selling himself and the As bookish words are said aloud.
would destroy human dignity" and said Democratic performances of the last 16 Child voices of sweet freedom
'sing
all, three have "fallen prey to the boss- years to the American electorate, or
bees prepare to
ridden, corruption filled Philadelphia Dewey will win . . . because there is so While bigger
sting.
conventions".
much demand for a change, rather than A future world is being born
We have sympathy for the Southern- due to any great admiration here and As bob-whites whistle in the
—Alma Paschall.
ers, for we are fully aware that the im- in many sections of the country for the
corn.
*
*
*
passioned exponents of a civil rights GOP nominee.
KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH

Factory For Male Workers
By Ewing Galloway
Tom Gregory, managing editor of the
weekly Central Record, furnishes me
with the text for today's piece, which is
about Lancaster's method of inviting a
second small facory needed to absorb
its surplus male labor. I like the Lancaster invitation because it is both candid and honest.
The Garrard County hoard of Commerce got a work clothing plant for the
county seat town, but 95 percent of the
250 employes are women. So the next
move was for a factory employing men.
The clothing manufacturing concern,
with approximately 100 applications of
men in its files, cooperated with the
Board of Commerce in making a survey.
Cards were mailed all over the county
and a thorough canvass was made in
Lancaster. A check-up showed there were
esaily 150 male laborers available.
In its general statement the Board of
Commerce gives ifs own census figures,
based on a house-to-house canvass. The
population is 2,327. No evaggerated
claim. No empty boasting. A new county
hospital is under construction, and the
town has good schools and active service clubs.
I'll lay you a ten-to-one bet Lancaster
gets the factory it wants.
. In recent years, boards of trade in
Kentucky towns and small cities have
learned a lot about bidding for new industries. One of the first things they do
nowadays is to ascertain their' labor resources. Electricity comes second maybe.
Then schools, hospitals and recreation
facilities. After which they try to publicize what they have to offer—make
their message reach possible factory
builders.
When I was a newspaper reporter in
Henderson 40 years ago, the methods of
a board of trade were quite different.
Now and then local business men would
work themselves into a lather. Their
enthusiasm was admirable but their procedure was pitiable. They were eloquent
In praise of their city. They chartered
trains and went on booster tours. Maybe
they would get 100 miles from home.
The crowd had a good time, of course.
But they reached nobody who would even

think of building factories in their town.
Naturally,' nothing happened. Enthusiasm would sag and in all probability the
board of trade would fade out completely. Then in two or three years a bunch
of business men would organize under
another name and repeat the performance. The trouble was that these men
didn't know how to put their message
across. That, however, was a long time
ago. Today Henderson is a rapidly growing city.
Ten years ago I urged a board of
trade manager to write the industrial
advantages of his city in a 60 word
classified advertisement and run it in
a magazine like Business Week, or some
other periodical reaching industrialists.
A periodical with 120,000 - Circulation
would reach 50,000 industrial- e-xecutives.
If the advertisement cost $50, that
would mean reaching possible factory
builders at a cost of one dollar a thousand. The suggestion is as good now as
when I first made it.
The 100 or more Ky. cities and
towns seeking new industrial plants
must make themselves heard beyond
their county lines. The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce will help these towns
be heard.
•
On the average, there are six church
fires, six school fires, and two hospital
fires in the U. S. each day.

•

The Chicago fire of 1871 burned 17,000
buildings, and caused damage estimated
at $168 millions.
•
A fire in Baltimore in 1904 rag ed
through 80 city blocks, causing $50 millions in damage.
•
The San Francisco fire of 1906 burned
28,000 buildings, with losses of $350 mil•
Some 720 fires break out in homes in
the United States each day.
•
There are 22 deaths by fire daily on the
average in the United States.

Congratulations to Ken Johnston, Mexico fluorspar boss,
upon his election last weekend
as Lieutenant Governor of Kiwanis International for this disdistrict. Ken is highly efficient,
full of vim and enthusiasm for
good
Kiwanis . .. and every
movement in the community; in
short, one of the best citizens I
know, anywhere. The congratulations really ought to go to the
Kiwanis district upon making
so wise a choice.
*
*
*
Butler's Band, always a thing
of beauty and the community's
pride and joy, is not so colorful
this year in its new and darker
uniforms . .. but is fuller of
feminine eye appeal, perhaps,
than ever before; at least it
seemed to this reporter more
girls are members of the musical organization than in other
years. And the girls marched
just as well as any boys' or
men's band we ever saw.
* *
*
The University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees accepted last
weekend an electric scoreboard
for the football field at Lexington . . . gift of the Murphy
Chair Co., of Owensboro. Now if
somebody, a group, or a business
concern here would kindly step
forward with a similar donation
for Butler's up-and-coming Tigers that would really be something!
*
*
*
Hopkinsville's Jennie Stuart
Hospital is to get a 30-bed addition, at a cost of $154,000, including architect's fees, the
New Era says. This does not include furnishings and equipment. Tom Simmons, atfention:
The low bidder is Katterjohn
and Son, Paducah.
*
*
*David, cheated of attending
the opening of the new swimming pool by a bout with typhoid, got even for a while,
swimming there daily when his
pal, Doc Barnes, gave the nod
. . . only to turn up with an ear
infection, which ended the fun
for this season last Thursday.
s*
*
*
Our G. F. lost her billfold
while at the doctor's office one
day last week and Mrs. Alene
,Akin found it behind the library. Only break was . .
$5 bill, hidden behind her auto
licerise card, was not discovered
by the person who "found" the
Billfold first, not behild the
library.

By G.m.P.

And then Mrs. Glenn Bright
lost her purse downtown last
Friday . . . was en route to this
office to run an ad., when the
lost carry-all was delivered to
her parent' former home, where
the Howard Days now live, by
a Mr. Murphy. The contents . . .
money, watch, cigaret case, etc.
was intact!
*
*
*
"Roy Rogers" Randolph is
pretty hot stuff, our unofficial
reporters -tell me . . . and takes
his teachers' minds off their
other troubles daily. Young
Randolph has a Cocker thall
regularly accompanies him to
kindergarten ...and th.s
makes our boys envious, since
their Cocker plays hookey from
home and is not to be trusted
at school!
*
*
*
Jim Catlett and Nick Nichols
brought the prettiest string of
bass into The Leader office I
have seen in a long time. The
largest was a 3-pounder and the
other six were big enough to
arouse the envy of all who saw
them. Jimmy said they caught
the fish out of a Lyon county
pond . . . but claimed the best
catch was one he and Hugh
Cherry made at Railroad Lake.
*
*
*
Donnie Gene Lane, young son
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lane,
Detroit, former residents of
Princeton, had the privilege of
meeting Roy Rogers, western
movie star, in person. Roy's
famous horse Trigger was als3
present at the rodeo. The
ex-Princeton lad got a pat on
the head from the 'King of
the Cowboys", his mother reports.
*
*
.*
good
Jimmie Dugan, our
friend now living at Ashland,
writes to advise Pennyriler he
counted the names in a recent
issue of The Leader . . . found
227 (throwing out repetitions)
and thinks that's a lot of names
for the paper to report on in
one week. Well, that's the proper funtion of a community
newspaper . . . to tell about
what its home folk are doing.
S
*
*
-First issue of the Hopkins
County Times, several copies of
which were received here last
Friday, is highly creditable to
its staff . . . Tom McConnell,
Lowell Davis, Mack Sisk, Niles
Nillingham, and others. The paper has 20 pages is exceptionally well printed, has high reader
interest because of varied news,
features and pictures . . .
should be very pleasing to its
producers and the people of
Hopkins county. Tom and "Pap"
have the hearty good wishes of
many Caldwell county friends
for an abundant success in this
venture.
*
*
*
There is no typhoid fever epidemic in or around Princeton,
as far as The Leader's investigation shows. Doctors have reported no typhoid cases to the Counand
ty Health Department .
only known cases here recently
are those of our boy, David, and
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore's
little son and daughter . . . all
three kids being well on the
way to complete recovery.
*
*
*
A lady reader chided us last
week for not reporting what tato
said was "a typhoid epidemic"
here. Well, we check with the
Health Department in the courthouse regularly and had brief
items about the cases referred
to above; but no good purpose
.is served by lending credence to
or repeating unfounded rumors
. . and good newspapers always verify repbrts before puting them into print.
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JAPAN, by
I UP'S
Russell Brines (Lippincott;
$3.50)
The rule of MacArthur, whom
Brines calls the "first American
emperor", has lasted three years.
Two of the objectives of the
occupation forces have been
achieved: The Japanese can't
"re-artn themselves for wit.
within 100 years," MacKrthur
has claimed; and many of their
been
ha v e
war criminals
brought to trial. Brines then investigates in illuminating detail the progress, or lack of it,
of the reforms instituted in the
hope of growing something resembling a democracy out of the
benighted island country.
-Brines has known MacArthur
since before the war. The general, he •feels, may be flamboyant, touchy about criticism
and a military martinet, but he
is brave, benevolent, warmhearted, a master psychologist,
and has showed in his imperial
duties a "fine sense of timing."
He reads Plato; calls Washington and Lincoln his "major advisors;" and in the tasks confronting him in his twofold military and civilian careers, "probably the most comparable precedent," Brines believes, is to
be found in the story of Napoleon.
He credits MacArthur with
transforming Japan "from a
beaten, floundering country into
an American beachhead against
Soviet Russia." The general
saved enough of the old conservative order to frustrate the
extreme left; he regarded Hirohito, whom he called a "genuine liberal", as "a conservative
bulwark", he balanced labor
against industrialists, he let
some "safe" government officials stay in their posts in order
to keep out some who are less
reliable.
.
An AP eastern correspondent
before the war, and now The
Associated Press chief of bureau
there, Biines is full of the exincidents which
amples and
readers find both interesting and
persuasive. His home office will
relish
particularly the story
about the virgins of the Shinto
shrine of Ise Grand, who offered up "an extraordinarily long
prayer for the welfare of .The
Associated Press."
•
Robert Louis Stevenson called
the inhabitants of Samoa the
"gayest of the Polynesians".
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It's heads-up a

FOR MEN Who Want The Bes
IF WE had to describe the new Curlee Fall S
in the fewest possible words --we'd lusts
"going places". Curlee's skilled designers h
anticipated the season's trends to create s
that are really outstanding. Each suit is tail
ed with careful attention to even the hidden
tails of construction. Especially featured
the season's new and smart fabric patterns
an unusual range of materials of fine quality
If you are interested in always looking y
best, come in and see these new Curlee S
for Fall and Winter. You will find just the
you like —and in the size that fits you.
than that--every suit in the Curlee line is m
erately priced.

coafriameiki
"Princeton's Finest Department Store
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Is autumn, take a tip from
yourself out in new autu
duce, see the new Eme
dashing lightweight with
di= band. And it comes'
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To Keep Them Happy

Keep Them Healthy
Health and happiness go hand in hand with children . . regardless of their age. It's only common sense to begin the health program with proper food a fair share of milk. We recommend
homogenized milk. It's easier to digest and just as pleasant. You II
find by actual test that children who consume the proper amount
of milk are the children who possess the greatest amount of mental
as well as physical energy. Let's raise a healthy generation as
well as an educated generation.

PRINCETON CREAMERY
B. T. DAUM, Prop.

HOPKINSVILLE

Phone 161

WELRY
PaY The Joy Way
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requirements may be
gotten from ground
limestone
end bone meal. Bone
meal ls
also a source of
phosphorus.
If •these- Three "Salt,
— igiound
limestone, and bone meal
are
kept before all livestock
in separate containers at all
times the
problem of mineral deficienc
ie
should be pretty well
taken
care of.
Mr. Roy Traylor of the
Quinn
Community reports he has harvested 3 lei tons of red
clover
hay an acre in three
cuttings
this year off a 25-acre
field. A
large part of the field hds
about
a 40 percent slope. He
has sold
a part of the hay at $25
a ton.
The field was limed at
the
rate of 2 tons an acre in
1945
and 200 pounds an acre of
20
kercent prosphate- was
applied
in the fall of 1946 before
seeding the clover in the spring
of
1947. Only a small part of
the
field was cut one time for
hay
last year.
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The Garden
ay JOHN 6. GARDNER
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Most base hits during a
seawhile a phosphorus son was George Sisler's
257 witl.
muses stiffness and the St. Louis
Browns in 1920.
a joints, listlessness Lefty O'Doul, 1929 Phillies,
and
of appetite and conse- Bill Terry, 1930
Giants, both
slow growth results. made 254 hits.
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SIGNS TELL A SAD STORY — Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lepselter
Of Brooklyn, carrying placards showing picture
of their son,
Nathan, talk with Pvt. John E. Strombeck of
Redwood City,
Calif., outside Air Force Association conventi
on at New York
(Sept. 25). The sad-faced couple paced outside
the convention
seeking help from the Air Force veterans
in search for Nathan,
a flier reported missing in World H action.
Strombeek holds
one of hundreds of pamphlets the parents
distributed to the exGI's. (AP Wirephoto)

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambition
s of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed county almost
files
of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as
the Princeton reporters. shortly .after the turn of the century, *rote
them.
August 9, 1918. Dique Eldred Navy service.
is spending his vacation at
August 16, 1918. John J. Coyle
Beersheba Springs, Tenn., with
his family, who have been there is attending the State Elks'
Meeting at Richmond this week.
the past month.
August 9, 1918. Miss Elizabeth
Dabney, of Hopkinsville, and
Mrs. John T. Young, of Tishomingo, Okla., are the pleasant
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
King.

In autumn, take a tip from Mother Nature—ana deck
yourself out in new autumn hues and styles! For inonce,. see the new Emerson Vanguard. This is a
dashing lightweight with smartly bound edge and medium band. And it comes in a tasteful variety of new,
sutummy colors. It's time to try one ont

August 20, 1918. Fred Hopper
and James Walker left Sunday
afternoon for Chicago where
they will undergo treatment at
the I. C. Hospital.

Because
mind electrification installed In Todd bounty,
Mrs. Osborne Thompson is en,joying the benefits of good lighting and several new pieces 'of
labor-saving equipment. Through
careful. planning with Home
Agent Sarah Patterson Masm
before the house was wired, she
now has 18 outlets for electric
connections placed for convenience and attractive room ar
rangement.
Her electrical equipment includes a stove, water heater,
washer, sweeper, waffle iron
pressure saucepan, mixer and
other pieces. Fluorescent lighting is used in the kitchen and
the new bathroom installed at
the end of a hallway.
Other improvements include a
series of shelves for storage of
canned foods, a large cistern
and the mailbox painted with
the family name.

From records kept at the Ex],erinlent Station for over 45
ears, the "official" first-frost
I ate for Kentucky is October
10. The several nights lately
that have carried the tang of
frost prove it is close, and the
time is here to ready the garden for the winter.
The inventory has been taken, but may these two items be
added: Logan and US 'Refugee 5
string beans, the varieties that
persist through even the driest
and hottest kind of weather,
and a new yellow sweet corn,
for the present known only as
"MC
78", but
which
will
emerge under a name in next
year's seed catalogues. Beside.;
comparing
the
best sweet yellow hybrids, it
Ensign Charles Kiser, former
has the additional virtue of
staying table-sweet for a much Navy tackle, is helping coach the
longer time than most. And junior varsity linemen at Annow, to getting the garden napolis.
ready.
rye used alone is most depenThe best way for
garden (or dable, as it survives almost any
any land, for that matter) to weather
the winter may send,
spend the winter is under a even sown late.
cover crop. This matter was disAnd now that the garden has
cussed here in detail several been put to
sleep for the winweeks ago, and
progressive ter, this column takes its winsowing was suggested, as har- ter rest. But with
the burgeon
vested vegetables made room. ing of spring,
1949, it will
Now comes the final phase.
emerge, again to carry on in
Earlier, the choice of .legumes the most helpful way
of which
lay between hairy vetch and it is capable.
crimson clover; now only hairy
vetch is dependable to use. Earlier, barley ()el wheat were suggested as the small grain;
now, wheat or Balbo rye is the
grain crop.
On the morning after firstfrost, if it occurs close to the
official date, sow vetch and
wheat or rye. The rates for
broadcasting 400 square feet are
4 ounces and 1,
14 pounds respectively. The soil should be
scratched in with the same tool.
Bring me a drawing of your
If frost's coming is delayed
as much as two weeks, Balbo house and surroundings and I
will help :fou with your landHelm, 29 ewes, $934.61; James scaping needs. A telephon
e call
R. and James Murphy, 26 ewes, will bring me promply to
$845.62, and Paul D. Combest,
for an estimate
28 ewes, $944.71.
Also plant fruit trees, grape
vines and berry plants.
have a complete line of
nursery stock.

favorably with
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Work-Less Equipment
Follows Electricity

a

I August 27, 1918. Mrs. A. J
August 9, 1918. Sgt. Vernon Willett, of Paducah, is visiting
R. Taylor came in this morning her daughter, Mrs. M. L.
for a five days' furlough from Orange.
Comp Taylor.'
August 27, 1918. Misses Mary
August 13, 1918. Mrs. Sallie and Cleona Loftus are visiting
P. Catlett entertained a theater in Paducah.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
party last evening in honor of
Contact
Mrs. George Dyer, of LouisAugust 27, 1918. Mrs. Ray
JAMES D. MASHBURN
ville.
Withers and son, Haydon, are
Phone 593
Primates, Ky.
spending a few days at Cerulean
August 13, 1918. Pruitt Lai- Springs.
kins, from the U. S. Navy, is
August 27, 1918. Miss Bessie
here from Cape Charles, Va.
He joined the Navy last March Glass, who has been suffering
and this is his first visit home. with
appendicitis since last
He is looking good and says Thursday is reported consideraha is going to like the U. S bly better.

your home
I

One Genuine FIDELITONE Long-Life
Phonograph needle worth 50 cents
and guaranteed for 1,000 plays, with
each purchase of phonograph records
amounting to $3.00 or more.
Whether you need a needle now
or will need one in the future you
should take advantage of this offer
now. Good for a limited time only.
HURRY . . . NOW!!. . . HURRY

. 4. ;1114]

(In the Rear of Woodall's Office on

Main Street)

II

NOW

,

Better Hurry! Last Showing Friday!
THOSE ZANY EL GOOFOES IN THE
MADDEST, MERRIEST "ROAD" PICTURE OF ALL!
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PLUS! . . . World News with Lowell Thomas

SATURDAY, OCT.2
EDDIE

DEAN
FLASH
_
"DRIFTIN' RIVER"
EDDIE

HAS

A

NEW

GAL ... A NEW HORSE

. . . AND

and his horse

A

SADDLE-

BAG OF NEW SONGS!

—in

H. L. HOBBY

Seminary St.

205 S.
Phone 153
PRINCETON, KY.

COLOR COMIC — "BACK ALLEY UPROAR"
CHAPTER 9 — "THE VIGILANTE"

SUN. & MON., OCT. 3-4
YOU'LL BE HYSTERICAL...
Over This Movie MIRACLE I

Sheep Profitable
In Casey County

PAULETTE GODDARD • JAMES STEWART
DOROTHY LAMOUR • FRED MacHURRAY
VICTOR MOORE • HENRY FONDA
HARRY JAMES • BURGESS MEREDITH
40#
..

,

Five Casey county farmers cooperating with County Agent
George D. Noble in demonstrating the profitableness of sheep
had an average return of $27.36
a ewe. Their flocks ranged from
26 to 200 ewes. Average number of lambs sold a ewe was
1.08, an average return from
wool was $7.33. All were Northwestern ewes.
Murphy Farms reported a net
increase for pasture, feed and
labor, for a flock of 220 ewes.
of $5,076.05. Other farmers had
increases as follows: Lee Coffman, 35 ewes, $900; Harvey
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Added Treats!
M-G-M FEATURETTE — "GOING TO BLAZES"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED. OCT. 5-6
/Dange

Included in this shipment are many odd pieces
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-:- Vegetable Dishes

••
Added Enjoyment!
COLOR CARTOON — M-G-M FEATURETTE

-:- Muffin Trays

THUR. & FRI., OCT. 7-8
Pick of the season's most beautiful
plaids ... in quality 100% woolens.
Whirl-skirted, and waist-cinched
with leather belts.
We Invite You To Come In And See Many Other Items

Flying ants may be termites—
possibly in your home. A FREE

rtammnx uisPEcnoN will
give you accurate Information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, ca'l today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-1

BODICE-INTEREST DRESS. .
BUTTON-BRIGHT DRESS . ..
with gold-shine buttons
Bright autumn colors In sixes
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12,764 Miles Of
Rural Roads On
State Aid Agenda

Polio Peak Is
Passed In State

WHAS Is Sold To

Work To Be Paid For
Out Of $5,000,000
Fund As Designated
By Fiscal Courts
A total , of 12,Frankfort
764 miles of rural highways has
been designated for maintenance
or construction work under the
state-aid-to-counties plan during
the current fiscal year, Rural
Highway Director George H.
Hailey reports.
Halley said the rural highway program includes 12,246.8
miles of county road maintenance, 517.5 miles of construction,
18 bridges and 18 culverts.
The road work is financed by
an annual $5,000,000 appropriation for rural highways enacted
by the 1946 legislature. Roads
to receive maintenance or construction work are selected by
the county fiscal courts with the
approval of the Department of
Highways.
Of the total mileage, 247.51
miles of bituminous surfacing
.."‘

Crosley Corporation
4,11...AlicmpAtztv!!) .
Louisville — Sale of WIIAS,
Kentucky's pioneer commercial
radio station, to Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati, subject to approval of the Federal
Commission,
Communications
was announced Monday by Barry Bingham, pr esident of
WHAS, Inc.
Bingham, president of the
Courier-Journal and the Louisville Times, said purchase price
for the 50,000-watt station was
$1,925,000.

Cases Mostly Mild
This Year; None In

Caldwell County

Happy To Sell WVLK
Washington — Bluegrass
today
Broadcasting Company
asked communications commission authority to sell standard
radio station WVLK at Versailles, Ky., to Scripps-Howard RI
approximately
dio, Inc., for
$224,140.
The principal stockholder in
WVLK is Baseball Commissioner A. B. (Happy) Candler.
The favorite building material of the Moors in Spain was
brick, with glazed tiles for decorative effects.
The Atlantic ocean is a . shade
more salty than the average for
all oceans, being 3.6 percent salt.
From The Princeton Leader

SCORES FOR NOTRE DAME — Emil Sitko (14), Notre Dante halfback goes over for first
touchdown against Purdue in first period of game at South Bend, Ind. Others include: Purdue Back John Milto (90), End Bob Heck (74), Back Neil Schmidt (59) and Notre Dame Guard
Marty Wendell (58) (left). Notre Dame won 28-27. (AP Wirephoto)

How President Can Be
Elected By House Vote
rat

See the new modern Victor Adding
Machines TODAY! Victor is easy
to use, fast, accurate. Victor has
large capacity, direct subtraction
and choice of keyboards. Economically priced in hand or electrically
operated models Call us today for
the Victor 60 second proving test.

and 18 bridge projects are be' Washington—What would hap
ing done under contract, Hailey
pen if the States' Rights group
Said, with the remaining work
and Progressives should syphon
forces.
department
done by
off enough electoral voles that
"On roads having previous bino presidential candidate gets a
tuminous surfaces, if the work
majority this fall?
is over 100 pounds, it is classiThe constitution says tnat it
fied as construction and under
no candidate gets a majority, 266
100 pounds as maintenance," the
of the nation's 531 electoral
report stated.
votes, then the House of Repre
bituminous surface is
"If
sentatives shall choose from the
placed on roads having stone or
three candidates
having the
gravel surface—that is, if the
highest number.
type of surface is bettered—the
Each state has one vote ire.
%emit is classified as construcpresident in a House contest.
tion since it adds to the capital
How It will be. cast is decided
value of the road.
by a majority of the states dele-The contract work for the
gation.
18 bridges includes some rather
A candidate must get a majorlarge bridge extensions in Jefof the votes of all the deleity
and
ferson county for widening
gations-25 out of the 48.
involves one large structure in
What happens if none of the
Kenton county over Decoursey
top three gets a majority in the
Creek."
House before Jan. 20, when the
constitution specifies that tli
President shall' take office?
The Vice President takes over.
But if no presidential candidate has won a majority of the
electoral votes it's not lixely
any vice presidential candiial•
would either.
When no candidate for Vice
President gets a majority of the
electoral vote, the contest is
decided by the Senate. If the
Senate has elected, then the
winner acts as President until
the House chooses one.
What would happen if the
two Houses became dead:ocked
Agent
and could not elect either a
COMPLETE INSURANCE
president or vice president by
Phone 111
Jan. 20?
House Parliamentiarian Lewis
Deschler says that under publ c
law 199 of the 80th Congress the
Speaker of the House would
take over. The present speaker
is Joseph Martin (R-Mass) who
is running for re-election.
A permanent deadlock—which
has never
occurred — would
leave the Speaker as Presiden`
until the next election.

Howard D. Happy.
Co.
(Incorporated)
HOPKINSVILLE

ASSOCIATED PRIDES)

Mark Cunningham

•My clothes com•
back cleaner,
fresher.
•Spots and ingrained
soils are gam..
•Dulled colors perk
up and take on new
life.

Improved Tigers
(Continued From Page 1)
rett scored the third t.d. on the
fourth play of the second stanza,
through the visitors' line. He
then plunged for the extra
point, and the score was 19 to 0.
Franklin-Simpson made a first
down, their first of the game,
after the next kickoff, and repeated for three more in the
quarter, largely on end runs by
Kennard and Turns; but could
offer no serious scoring threat.
Regaining possession, Barrett
made 17 yards to the F-S 27.
Skinner lost 8, a pass attempt
on which the tosses was smothered behind the line, lost 8
more, and the ball went over,
briefly to the visitors. Williamson intercepted another forward
pass and returned to the F-S
48, where the half ended.
In the second . half, altho every player on the home squad
was given an opportunity, including 8th graders, Butler was
more than a match for the
Simpson countians, Skinner
scoring his second touchdown
and McCaslin adding a final six
points. One extra point was
scored by place kick, making the
final count 32 to 0.
The Rengals made few mistakes, tackled well, gave good
interference to ball carriers and
generally looked like the best
squad in fundamentals the home
school has fielded in some
years. Line play was hard and
tho the locals were out-weighed,
Franklin-Simpson could do nothing on smashes and only occasionally could they make

The House twice has chosen
the President, in 1801 and in
1825.
In 1876 a commission created
by congressional act voted 8-7
to credit the contested electoral
votes of South Carolina, Florida, Oregon and Louisiana to
Rutherford B. Hayes, a Republican. He thus was seated over
Samuel J. Tilden, a Democrat.
In the first strictly House test
Thomas Jefferson of Virginia
was elected over Aaron Burr
of New York. Both were Democrats and in the popular election each won .7 electoral votes.
It took the House seven days
and 313 ballots to settle for Jefferson. Vermont and Maryland
finally swung to him after, being evenly divided and passing
numerous times.
Burr became vice president,.
In 1825 the man with the electoral votes didn't become president.
Andrew Jackson of Tennessee
got 99 electoral votes; John
Quincy Adams of Massachusetts
84; William H. Crawford of
Georgia 41, and Henry ()ay of
Kentucky 37. Nobody had a ma,
jority.
, Adams won with 13 votes in
the House to seven for Jackson
and four for Crawford. There
were only 24 states then.
Jackson ran again 4 year,
later and won. In 1832 he was
reelected.
The Senate elected Richard M.
Johnson of Kentucky, Martin
Van Buren's running mate ir votes of Alabama (11), Arkan1837, the only time it ever was sas (9), Florida (8), Georgia
called upon to choose a Vice (12), Louisiana (10), Mississippi
President.
(9), South Carolina (8) and
There were four vice preei Texas (23).
dential and vice presidential
They say they have 'nigh
-Candidates that year.
hopes" of capturing Kentucky
Dixiecrats claim their presi- (11), Maryland (8), North Carodential candidate, Gov. Strom line (14), Tennessee (12) and
Thurmond of South Carolina, Virginia (11).
and his running mate, Gov.
If the 156 electoral votes of
Fielding Wright of Mississippi, these 13 states had been taken
are certain to get the electoral away from the last Prerident
Roosevelt and his vice-presidential candidate, Harry S. Truman,
in 1944 they still would have
won with 276.
Some politicians hastily say
that if the Republicans elect a
majority of the House and the
presidential election goes there
that Dewey is in.
That is not necessarily so.
They would have to hold the
majority of the seats in a majority of the state delegation —
not just a House majority.

The number of cases of infantile paralysis appears to have
reached a peak in Kentucky, according to reports from the
State Health Department. Mothere can also be reassured by
the information that the severity of the disease has not been
great in most of the cases reported in the state, and the number of cases having crippled
paralysis is low,
Numerous cases have been reported in widely scattered areas
of the State, but the number in
any one section has seldom
reached epidemic proportions.
While little is known concerning the spread of this dis•
ease, apparently well persons
are carriers, so it is not wise to
take children into crowds where
they have contact with many
Many cases are among well,
healthy children who have been
indulging in excessive exercise
and sports, so it is wise to limit
activity so children do not become excessively fatigued.
If a child shows even slight
signs of illness, call the :doctor,
for if it should have infantile
paralysis, early and prompt diagnosis and treatment are most
urgent, the Health Department
says.
The Caldwell County Health
Department has not had a case
reported as having occurred in
this community this year, but
report is to the effect that a
suspicious case recently occurred in the Cerulean section of
headway around the ends.
Princeton's starters looked especially well, with Barrett, Skinner, .1, ,PPool and Williamson
performing offensive chores in
workmanlike manner, and Gilkey, McCaslin, Dunbar, C.
P'Pool, Croft, Wade, Lubben and
Teear contributing sound line
play. J'Pool made numerous
tackles, backing up the line.
All teams look well when winning and the Franklin-Simpson
squad was clearly over-matched,
but off the showing made last
Friday night, home fans may
expect a better football season
than in recent years, barring too
many injuries to key players;
and the Tigers may defeat a
favored opponent or two, ere the
1948 curtain is rung down.

The music world soon may
tiretiert--southern "flahave
vor" If University of Kentucky
students and faculty continue to
monopolize national contests as
they did last week. A 20 year old pre-dental student, Fred W.
Luigart, Jr., of Lexington, walk
ed away with the ieshampionship
baton in orchestra leader Sammy Kay's annual "So You Want
To Lead A Band" contest.
A few days later two young
U. K. faculty men, Robert W.
Miles, Jr., and Bill Hubble,

wun 11$1,500 cash swim
prize in a song writing
sponsored by the Hot,,
Song Contest Associati
lyworet." Efirtre'd''
Miles Front Home," e„
comprised by Miles co
were written by
Hubble
Shipments of stspoo,
products from the
steel
try accounted last
Year
percent of the country's
bill.
Blast furnaces
preduci
iron and ferro-alloys
million tons of air last y
The pulpits, domes and
of the great mosques
Constantinople during t
Century were often d
with gleaming ceramic ti

NORTH-SOUTH EXPOSITION
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
October 14 - 15 -16
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
Western Kentucky and Southern Indiana's Great....
Merchants, Industrial and Agricultural Exhibit
Featuring these Nationally known Radio Stars: Pee W
King and lila Golden West Cowboys. Tex Justus
His Texas Cowboys. Minnie Pearl, the Pride of Grin
era Switch and The Duke of Paducah.
ADMISSION

10c -
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Deluxe Automatic Record
Changer
Crosley Full Range FM.
Gorgeous 18th Century Inspired period cabinet in rich, polished walnut.

MONDAY
October4

F.:

second,

.. all sizes ..ear

With Blue Laces for Butler Hi's

eiaildeiedt InI I t

25c

Exclusive Floating Jewel
Tone System.

Store Closed
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n0 t:
0

gi
Trigg county. It was given
prompt medical attention and
has' made iatisfactory recovery
with no crippling conditions reulting.

CROSLEY JohnE.Young Ins.Agen

SHOP SATURDAY
Your family enjoys clean
comfort ... why not give
them more of it with Santtone, the better kind of dry
cleaning! Their clothes are
brighter, cleaner, because
more dirt is removed ...
yes, you can actually see and
feel the difference!
Try us, today . . our
better kind of dry cleaning service costs you no
"'ft...more!

UK Musicians Capture
National Contests

n's Club
Princeton Woman's
bold its regular m
afternoon C t.
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Homemakers News
Otter

tar
the
last
countrv.,
produ.
- alloys
air last

es

domes and
mosques
during :he
often
ceramic til

ill fottts,
to meet us
tee half-veiled. ,
the blaze of noon
stood erect
$ cloud lightly
;s shoulder;
ae beheld a smiling giant
,ng for a diadem
Ad moon and stars,
.,n his lips
a,osic of centuries.
Sydney King Russell

Parsley Hostess
ridge Club
.J. R. Parsley entertain:tubers of her bridge club
ir home on Franklin street
„lay night.
sent were Mesdames Sam
,. George Stevens, Delmar
Gordon Lisanby, RanHutchinson, H. W. Mich-waiter Rogers and Miss Ma
prize was won by Mrs.
Jones and second, Miss
1 McLin.
tessert course was served
hostess.

onia Barbecue
• Clifford White and Mrs.
,rd Baker entertained with
;wile Friday night at the
• of Mrs. W. B. Conway.
,,ent were Mr. and Mrs.
an Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Past, Mr. and Mrs. George
y, Mr and Mrs. Clifford
•Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Hosapple,
•. Miss Mary
Clifford White; Messrs.
Traylor, John, Joe and Clay
.es, Henry and Joe Con.

n's Club
Princeton Woman's Club
hold its regular meeting
y afternoon, Oct. 1, at 2:30

Pond
Mrs. Sherdie De Boss, Cadiz, and Mrs. Monroe Butts in MorOtter Pond Homemakers met
spent Wednesday as guest of ganfield, Wednesday.
Mr. Billy Melton has return- September 21 at the home of
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and family.
ed home from the veterans hos- Mrs. L. B. Sims and Miss RabMiss Dorothy Brasher was the
ble Sims. Twenty-six members
pital in Marion, Ill.
guest of Miss Virginia Stewart
Miss Marie Hughes, Marion, were present and two new
Mesdames Stanley Sharp,
in
Princeton
Tuesday
night.
John Morgan, Gory Hobgood
was the week-end guest of Mr. members were added, Mrs. Jim
Mr. J. C. Butts, who is emand Billy McElroy spent last
and Mrs. Coy Moore.
Machell and Mrs. Moscoe MitchThursday in Nashville, Tenn.
ployed in Georgetown, spent the
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and ell.
• • •
Mrs. It. ti. Dalzell will
week-en
d
with
his parents, Mr.
leave
Mrs. L. B. Sims, club presiMr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg attendSunday for Lexington to be
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Presler, and Mrs. John Butts.
at
the bedside of her father,
ed the Fair in Nashville, Thurs- dent, opened the meeting with
Indianapolis, Ind., spent last
who
Mr. Mikk Crider, Chicago,'
expects to undergo a major
the .group siaging, "Come Thou
day.
op- week-end with his brother, Bill spent several
eration there.
days last week as
Presler, and family, enroute to
Miss Imogene Wigginton is Almighty Mg." Mrs. Collin
• • •
guest of his sister,. Mrs. Veldin
Dallas, Tex.
visiting relatives in Mt. Ver- Ladd had charge of the recrea• • •
Hugh Cherry, Jr., Owensboro,
Yandell, 'and Mr. Yandell.
tional program.
non, Ill.
was a visitor here Wednesday.
Donald George, Hollywood,
Mrs.
W.
B.
Conway
and
• • •
Reports
were
heard from
Calif., is visiting his mother, daughter,
Carolyn, and Miss
membership, citizenship, publicMr. and Mrs. Howell Porgy Mrs. Frank Franklin, and Mr.
Debbie Butts have returned froni
and sons, Michael and
Franklin,
W.
Main
ity
street.
and reading chairmen. Mrs.
Stephen,
• • •
Gary, where they spent two
of Hollywood, Calif., are
Ray Martin gave the major provisiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Cavanah, weeks visiting relatives.
Miss Anna Darnell visited ject. A survey of new
equipJ. W. Morgan, Baldwin
Mr. and Mrs. William Ke.1,. Miss Juanita Pool Sonday.
Avenue. Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. W. E.
ment bought this year and re• • •
Davis, of Paducah, visited Miss Los Angeles, Calif.,
Mrs.
Emma
Mrs. Josie Walker visited her ported revealed 17 refrigerators,
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. El- Dorothy Ann Davis and other
Hill, Galena, Mo., Mrs. Minnie daughter, Mrs. Russell McDan- four stoves,
dred and Mr. and Mrs. John Ma- relatives here Wednesday.
six lamps, six ra•
•
•
Roney, Webb City, Mo., and iel Sunday.
han attended the Georgia-Techdios, two record players, a toasVandervilt football game in
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay, Elkton, ar- Mrs. W. S. Burton, Tolu, were
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Menton, ter, two hot plates, four automa
Nashville Saturday.
rived Wednesday for a visit to guests during the week of Mr. of Providence, visited Mr. and tic pumps,
a separator, eight
• • •
her daughter, Mrs. Gracean M. and Mrs. Zola Burton.
Mrs. Geo. Franklin Sunday.
washers, 14 irons, two vacuum
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks Pedley, and family.
Mrs:
Charles
Baker
Mr.
and
George
Mrs.
Powell
attended cleaners, two frozen food lockspent Monday in Evansville.
T. R. Akridge spent Friday as the show in Princeton Sunday ers, two mixers,
• • •
a pressure cookguests
of their sister, Mrs. Earl afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pickerer and three bathrooms.
ing and daughter, Poppy, were
Hurst, in Marion.
Mr. Elmer Davis and family
Present were Mesdames Rain Nashville Saturday to attend PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Mrs. Omar Patton, of the New have moved from Flint Trotter's mey Johnson, Thomas
White,
the
Georgia-Tee h-Vanderbilt
Old Madisonville Road, Rev, Bethel community, is a patient farm and Mr. and Mrs. Trotter
Eugene Parker, Lawrence Sims,
football game.
William E. Cunningham, pastor. in the Riverside hospital, Pa- plan to move soon.
• • •
Jr., Collin Ladd, Homer MitchSunday School 9:45 cm.
ducah.
Mr. Audrey Pool spent the ell, Bernice Jones, Jim Neal,
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd'end
Morning Worship 11:00 cm.
little daughter spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Free- weekend with home folk.
Guy Shoulders, Claude McConwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Young People's Service 6:00 man and children visited relaMr. Ronald Redden visited nell, L. B. Sims, Ferd WadlingWilliam Pickering.
tives in Henderson, Sunday. . Oather Capps Saturday night.
• • •
ton, Albert Hartigan, Ralph
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ray spent
Mr. J. C. Blalock and Mr. Tom Matthews, Lucian Reece, Lee
Peggy Barnes is spending this
Wednesday
evening
prayer
the week-end in Evansville as Galloway were in 'our communi-, Mashburn, George
week with her grandparents, Mr.
Martin, Jr.,
and Mrs. Walter Briggs, Pewee service 7:00 p.m.
guests of their son, Jimmy Ray, ty Saturday.
Jimmy Mitchell, Charles GeiValley.
Saturday, Evangelistic service and Mrs. Ray.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Van
ger, Claude Wood, Ray Martin,
• • •
7:00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman Hoosier were in this communi- George Martin, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rice and
Kelly Ma
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
were
Friday
night dinner guests ty Saturday.
sons, Jimmy, Bob and Joe
tin, Moscoe Mitchell, Jim
chEvening
7:30
Worship.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Yates,
moved Wednesday to Paducah,
Mr. Gene Rollins visited her ell; Robbie Sims, Dorot
FerMorning Worship, 11 am.
where they will reside. Mr.
Crider, after which they at- father Sunday.
guson, Wilma Van, 'er, DeRice has been transferred with
tended revival services at the
Mr. Herman Cox has been on Reece Mitchell, 5' 'ie Martin
the So. Bell Tel. and Tel. Co., BARBEE MEMORIAL
Cumberla nd
Presbyterian the sick list.
and was employed in Central CUMBERLAN
and Kay and Ri ard Sims.
D PRFSBYTERIAN church.
City before z•no:inif here.
Mr. Milton Word was in town
The club a ourned by sing.
4pnday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
Rev. Ray Wigginton is ccrh- Monday.
nag 'Walking At Might".
Mrs. J. H. Leech left Monday C. Ethridge, Supt.
ducting a revival at Oak Grove
Midweek Worship, Wednes- Cumberland
for Lexington where she is visitPresbyterian
Leader Congratulates
ing her son, James Harvey, and day, 7 p.m.
Hall
church in Webster county.
Mrs. Leech.
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Rehearsal,
Choir
Wednesday,
8
ounty President Mrs. Ray
• • •
Mrs. Matt Freeman is visiting
French, Jr., E. Market street,
p.m.
artin gave the major lesson on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Davis,
her son, Howard Freeman, and
on the birth of a son, Willie
clothing to the Hall HomemakWaterloo, la., attended the funother relatives in Detroit.
Alle n, September 29.
eral of his brother, Pvt. Cecil CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
ers when that club met at the
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young,
French is the former
Davis, here Saturday afternoon. David W. Schulherr, minister
ry home of Mrs. A. R. Horning,
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Quertermous
:Grace
George.
9:45 Sunday School
September 20,
o'clock at George Coon Library.
and Mrs. Sam Howerton were in
The following officers were
A book review will be given by 10:45 Morning Woraltstp
Columbia, Tenn., Sunday where
5:45 Westminster Fellowdzip
elected to serve during the
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett. All members
they visited Billy Sam Young,
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
coming year: president, Mrs. W.
are urged to be present and
who is attending Columbia MiliLittlefield; vice-president,
guests are cordially invited.
A delicioss salad to serve with L.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
tary Academy.
The Rev. Henry Rowland will
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy a fish d' is one made of pickled Mrs. Carman Bogle; secretary,
Mrs. Mary Thomason; recrea
.
tion
begin a revival meeting at Ced- returned to their home in Alton, beets onion rings and shredded
leader, Mrs. Joel Boitnott; home
ar Bluff Baptist Church Mon- Ill., Sunday after spending the lettice or romaine; pour a tangy,
furnishings, Mrs. A. R. Horning
day, Sept. 27, at 7:30 o'clock.
week with her parents, Mr. 4 French dressing over the salads
and Mrs. Lowell Cook; Food,
when the fish dish is ready.
Sunday night's speaker will Mrs. Coy Moore.
Mrs. Joel' Boitnott and Mrs.
• • •
be the Rev. Harold Schaly, who
Mrs. Lee Burklow is v
Young snap beans are delicious W. L. Littlefield;
health,
will speak at 7:30.
her son, Marshall Rush' g, and
when cooked in fat in a heavy Mrs. Everett Creasey and Mr.,.
Mrs. Rushing in Ev
ville.
U. J. Bogle; minor project, Mrs.
FIRST BAPTIST
Mr. and Mrs. S on McElroy large skillet. Use 2 tablespoons
of drippings for 4 cups of cut W. S. Smith; citizenship, Mrs.
H. G. M. Metier, Pastor.
and Mrs. Coy
visited Mr.
snap beans, add a teaspoon of Ray Howton; publicity, Mrs.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
for this sp- I occasion.
salt and cook covered, but stir
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
All rn
of the church are re- the beans frequently, until they 71
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
of the Laymans League are tender. This will take from
The Rev. Walter J. Hoshal,
mg Monday night at 7 20 to 25 minutes. Very young
State superintendent of the An
beans, fresh from the garden,
ti-Saloon League, w ill preach 'clock.
Visitors are always welcome are perfect for this method of
Sunday at 11:00 o'clock.
cooking.
Dr. F. M. Masters will ppeach at all services.
at 710 o'clock, in the 7absence
of the pastor, the Rev. IT. G. M.
Metier.

Mrs. Mary Thomason; reading, tuber 12, at 2 p.m.
Mrs. .Joe
The next meeting will be with
Mrs..,i1fael.Uoitnott,, Tuesday, I.)Everybody reads tha Leader

At The Churches
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Loops of gleaming satin highlight this fine rayon crepe
dress. A multigored panel, flowing from beneath the smart
peplum, bequeaths interest and grace to the skirt. Block
Of brown in regular and half sizes.
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LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
Sunday morning at 11
and
o'clock.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Promotion Day will be ob- I
served in the Church School
Sunday morning. Special recognition will be given those with
a year or more of perfect attendance.
Assignments of new locations
for classes have been made by
the Christian Education Committee. The rooms in the new
building will be used for the
first time. Formal opening and
dedication services will be held
after the departments are adequately equipped.
Sunday is World Communion
Day. This is the ninth year
World Wide Communion has
been observed. A goal of 100
percent of the active members
of the congregation has been set
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Modern That Is Today's Answer To
Smartness, Comfort And Economy

ZONE!

BEAUTY BEGINS
WHERE THE LIGHT
COMES IN

Modern Bedroom
Sleek, suave lines, beautiful veneers and uncluttered surfaces
make this "new look" modern so very attractive end easy to
live with. You may have the bed, and any two major pieces
at this low price.

your living room, if it
has a dining "L". The
table seats

six, and

the chairs are covered
in leatherette in very

Go feminine this fall in a "pretty as a
picture" Claire Tiffany dress of Reflection
crepe. You'll adore the flattering shirred
bodice, the soft little girl collar. Rhinestone
buttons for a touch of glamour. Sizes 12
to 20.

attractive bright colors. One of the best
values in the store

"

Is VOGUE .1.4 LADIES' HOME

JOURNAL

rinceton Shoe Company

Call us for a free
estimation.
eMiTH
U FURNITURE

PRINCETON FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
/ "42 Years of Dependable Service"
Phone 32 — Nile HI
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School Bus Law
Ta Be Enforced'
"Safety Of Children On
Highways Is Paramount Concern"

1 1 Pigs Weigh Tim
When 165 Days Old
A l,Lt, OL,1I rade...was rais—
ed by J. C. Shirley of Adair
county weighed 2,115 pounds
when 165 days old and sold for
hundredweight, or
$28.25 a
$597.48. After allowing market
price for corn, soybean meal,
wheat and mineral mixture, the
litter returned a profit of $228.36. The sow and pigs grazed
lespedeza and grass pasture.
The work of County Agent R.
B. Rankin of Adair county was
praised by Grady Sellards, hog
specialist of the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. "For years Mr. Rankin has been encouraging farmers to follow the ton-litter plan
in raising hogs," said Mr. Sellards. "Through this program
farmers have learned many im'alcoved methods of producing
pork, and have learned how to
get increased profits from their
hogs."

Frankfort -- Commissioner of
State Police Guthrie F. Crowe
today announced a policy of vigorous enforcement of the law
which requires
motorists to
stop their vehicles when there
is a school bus ahead either receiving or discharging school
children.
The law requires motorists
to come to a complete stop in
Luch circumstances in residential and business districts, said
Crowe, and only permits passage of school busses outside
those districts provided the passing motorist drives cautiously
and does not exceed ten miles
an howr in speed.
"Safety of our school children
is of paramount concern," Crowe
It is estimated Ott the averadded. "We intend to enforce
this law vigorously, without fear age automobile uses about twice
or favor. Safety of the public, the amount,of gasoline and four
as well as school children, re- times the amount of oil at 65
miles an hour as it does at 36
quires it."
He added, too, that his force miles an hour.
also intended to be on the lookout for drunken drivers as a
menace to safety.
ued "b-ut it is also our function
"It is our intention to handle to protect the traveling public
the traffic problem as expedit- against those who would eniously as possible," he contin- danger the lives of others."

"The Complete Drug Store"
HOPKINSVILLE

KERLRATION
Use this Offer Blank to get 5 cans of Ken-L-R
ation for the
price of 3 with this coupon. This means you get
2 cans at no
cost! Sign your name and address. Take to
Feagen's Super
Market, Fredonia. You must be satisfied, or we will
refund
the price of three cans. You may keep the two cans as a rift

City

Autographed Leg
'Is Mir Trophy
sydner-Antartmr.,:-

State

KEN-L-RATION 5 CANS
WITH COUPON ABOVE . .

AP —
The wooden leg of an Australian airman is likely to end up
in the Austrialian War Memorial
at Canberra. The leg belongs to
Steve Stephens; of Perth.
Stephens lost his left leg in
a car accident when he was
'hree. In spite of his handicap
and in the face of many rejections, he won his way into the
Royal Australian Air Force and
served Iwo years in the United
Kingdom as a bomber rear
gunner. His wooden leg, of Japanese oak, is carved all over
with the names and -airmen who
served with him.
Now 26, Stephens is a fine
athlete in spite of the loss of
his leg. He has cleared 4 ft. 9 loin the high jump, run the 100
yards in 17 seconds, ridden a
mile on the cycle track in three
minutes, rind covered the hilly
60 miles between Perth, Western Australia's capital, and
Northam in 41
/
2 hours. Stephen.;
also dances well.

ENGINES TELESCOPED—A steam engine (left) of a
freight train and another hauling the Atlantic
Coast Line streamliner from Tampa, Fla., to New York,
crashed head-on and telescoped near Tampa during the night of Sept. 23. Engineer L. E. Hicks of
Tampa was killed. (AP Wirephoto)

Ky. Farm News

ing, Hart connty homemakers
tailored 1,322 garments this year
Every member of the Zion and remodeled 837 pieces.
Hoinemakers Club in To
The United States has about
county has an electric or gas
six percent of the woas popukitchen range.
lation and produces about 12
Russell county farmers have percent of the world's food.
set a goal of -3,000 acres of permanent pasture seeded in 1848.
Of 200 pecan trees in Fulton
county grafted last spring, about
85 percent are living, some of
the grafts having a growth of
seven feet.
Foster Tolliver of Bell county,
who has an apple orchard of
100 trees, estimates that he will
harvest from 800 to 1,000 bushels this fall.
Bath county homemakers
clubs have a total membership
of 576 women.
It is estimated that 12,000
pounds of crimson clover seed
have been sold in Letcher county for fall planting.
Due to crown borer damage
in strawberries on the farm of
R. B Lamb in Simpson minty,
the income from 14 acres de-,
creased this year $5,000 to
$7,000.
Reports from Wolfe county
state that Ky. 31 fescue is more
drought resistant than other
grasses grown there.
Greenup county homemakers
who sewed at home estimated
they saved more than $4,170.
Thrifty homemakers in Harlan county made and sold canned sauerkraut when early cabbages grew large and burst.
E. M. Hughes of Daviess county has completed a farrowing
house with seven pens for his
Spotted Poland-China herd.
About 6,500 pounds of alfalfa
seed have been bought by Hickman county farmers for fall
seeding.
As a result of lessons in sew-

Only Seven.1-0 Games
dew York — AP — Almost
every World Series game is a
thriller yet there have been only
seven 1-0 games in the history
of the Classic.
Two of these have been turn-

ed in by Art Nehf of the Giants.
He .beat the Yankees by those
scores in the 1921 and 1923 Series. Other 1-0 Series victories
were scored by Walter Mails of
Cleveland against Br ook ly n,
1920; Bill James of the Boston
Braves against t h e Athletics,
1914; Mordacai (Three-Finger)
Brown of the Cubs against the
White Sox, 1906, and Joe McGinnity of the Giants against
the Athletics, 1905.

Teacher, Preacher Pay
Is Still U. S. Lowest

1938 only $3,513,
men la
try in the twetity-yr,
averaging 112,510, yo.
in the ten-year class
are a
ing $6,144. Highest
sale
ported by a class of 1928
ate was $40,000 in
industry
the lowest was $2,400
by
ister. Lowest salary for
year group was $1,800 th
by a
ister. Two members of
the
of 1938 are earning
$20,00
in business and the
other
dustry.

Ye•-ssw.--AP
Teachers and ministers are the
lowest ,paid among Colgate University graduates out of college
one and two decades, while
those in industry are the highest paid, a placement bureau
survey has revealed Average
salary for members of the class
of 1928 is $8,444, while that for
the class of 1938 is $5,104, the
survey showed.
Although teachers in ;he class
A barrel of crude oil
of 1928 are averaging only con•ains about 870
cubic
$4,105 and those in the class of of gas in solution.
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Don't forget we write insurance in the stron
est companies in the world—including Life, Fir
Tornado, Wind Storm, Automobile and Hospital
zation. See us for your insurance needs at o
office on West Main Street or
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umpervb-- numpne
hit a stone wall,
After too manu drinks from the keg;
car took fire- made a funeral pure,
-nd now,S)A he's just a fried. egg!

Funny? No!—Humpty Dumpty's kind of death is only stupid—and criminal.
Look at the facts: Drinking drivers cause one out of every five highway
deaths.
When innocent victims perish, too, that's manslaughter! It must be dealt with by
strict
laws, strictly enforced.
Even one or two drinks slow reactions, impair judgment, increase accident
chance,
three to four times.
Drinking and driving just don't mix.. If you drive, don't drink. If you drink, don't
drive.

Accent lovely ankIsts with Silhoosetto,
0 fascinating new, gentle brown shod.
in

Humming Birds . , She most-asked.
'
,worth
seeing . •
Yes, the Bench

Princeton Creamery
B. N. Lusby Co.
Sula And Eliza Nall
John E. Young Ins. Agency
Corner Drug Store
Stewart Oil Co.
Mitchell Implement Co.
Rowland Motor Co.
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray

na Automatic
amount of so
take home a
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prices look
this fall, he adds. He be-a
good
Kentucky eggs bring more the
heves eggs will be high enough
Meat cooked sto wly shrinks last six months of the year than t(r' eentrraftt good housing -and
less than in rapid cooking, hence they do during the first six feeding.
will make more servings says months, says E. T. Wightinan of
Army guns put up in cans
Miss Florence Imlay, food spe- the College of Agriculture and
in perfect
cialist at the UK College of Ag- Home Economics. With fewer can be preserved

ea For More Passes At 4-Hiers Use Tractors
the classic role of an ugly duckling. She is shown being brisk,
sears now since 1 business-like, making notes' on
to the movies. what she sees. She is all busihave changed cin- ness, serious and intent. Okay,
, nee I was a girl. okay, that's all right with me.
nig. talkies replaced But to make sure that everyone
sot one thing hasn't knows Miss Arthur is a very
agle bit, and I want unattroctive young woman, they
have placed a pair of glasses on
about it, bitterly.
recent example was her nose.
By movie standards, presumaentitled "A For.
throughout the
and the offender bly accepted
looking blonde ac- civilized world, the sure sign
Jean Arthur. In that any woman who isn't a
Miss Arthur enacts grandmother is unattractive is
,)anketing Congress- a Pair of glasses. And just as ..iking up on morale evitably, round about the middle of the picture—after no male
troops in Berlin.
one half of the film, has even looked at her—she up
Miss Arthur doing and throws her glasses away.
;ghat Lowry

SICKPEOPLE

ACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
(LIMA TIC PAINS, ARTHRITIS, NEURITIS
itches, Nervousness, Acids. Toxins, Bloating,
Poor Appetite. Underweight, Dizzy Spells.

Health

gleSS

.sufferer of these
A You
GEO-MINERL.
at the results.
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Read What They Say!

Iv

Dot guess—you will see
.MINERAL comes from
-Nsiure's laboratory,
si0 dope. NO alcohol, NO
Nature's minerals, the
reliable remedy for
arthritis, kidney and
lents.
NERAL will enrich your
to make you strong, full
e and mires. Lack of
it the blood causes &nettles, nervousness. Mintate mental brilliancy,
eyes, red cheeks,
•
. build up health.
HISM, arthritis are
diseases. Acid condition
is often their cause.
be the remedy? For
of years, minerals have
a relieve the pain and
of these ills. People, on
of doctors, go to mineral
Sod cure, or relief. The
at Roosevelt used to go
Springs in 'Georgia. He
or would not have gone
rly take a year.

Leaders of 4-H clubs wha
would help boys in the operation
7ind- maintenance of tractois
were given special training at
the University of Kentucky the
last season. Twenty-nine men
from 21 counties received the
training and then returned to
their counties and trained 276
boys to know their tractors, how
to run them and how to care
for them.
Usually she also gets a new
hairdo and blossoms out in som,
very tight-fitting clothes, too,
But the sign to the movie audience that she's changed, emerged from her emotional and in
tellectual shell, is the fact that
off come the cheaters. Immediately, the fellers flock around
in such quantities the heroine
has to beat them off with a stick,
to give her own true love a
chance.
To be perfectly honest about
Miss Arthur, in "A Foreign Affair", she doesn't get a whole
new wardrobe in the heart of
occupied Berlin. All she does is
take off her glasses, and permit
the new, soft woman to emerge.
This device on the part tif pebple who make movies should,
by rights, enrage all the op..1clans and lens manufacturers ;n
the nation. After all, they spend
a lot of money every year trying to persuade the public—particularly women—that optical
aids won't cause all their friends
to desert them, break up their
happy homes and send 1-usbanus
or sweethearts flying into toe
arms of Another Woman.
The fact that it's an unwritten rule of filmland that no
attractive woman ever has recourse to spectacles undoubtedly
has had its effect on millions of
females whose vision is something short of 20-20.
There certainly must be an-

HILL-COASTING LEADS TO DEATH—Primitivo Abillana sobs
over the body of his eight-year-old son, Paul, who was killed when
his bicycle collided with a car in Los Angeles, Calif. The boy was
coasting down the hill at a speed estimated by police at 25 miles
an hour. (AP Wirephoto)

4-H Activities Are
State Fair Feature

Applies Lessons To Improving Her Home

riculture and Home Economica.
She suggests this repice:
Veal Birds with Celery Stuffing
1 pound of leg of veal cut halfinch thick
1 cup finely cut celery
1 tablespoon minced onion
1 tablespoon minced parsley
1 tablespoon drippings
2 cups bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
Water or soup stock
Pound the veal until it is
onesthird-inch thick, then cut
in pieces two or three inches
wide and four to five inches
long. Season with half-teaspoon
salt, dash of pepper and rub
with garlic if desired. To matte
stuffing, cook the celery, onion
and parsley in drippings for a
few minutes. Drain. Add other
ingredients, using enough water
or soup stock to make a slightly
moist stuffing. Spread each
piece of meat with stuffing and
loll up, fastening with toothpicks. Dredge in flour, then
brown in drippings in heavy

pullets on faring and higher working order for 50 years, ordmeat prices, the prospects for nance experts estimate.

skillet. Add 1 cup hot water,
Every 16 seconds, a factory
cover and cook slowly for 45 worker in the United States is
minutes. Turn occasionally.
injured.

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows- and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Mrs. Joe Melbrain of Rowan
county believes in putting to use a.m., Miss Aida Henning will
Woodford county won on fat the information given in the discuss "Achievements of Rurstock, Graves county on dairy Sharkey Homemakers Club, of al Homemakers."
cattle and Carter county on which she is a member. Since
poultry in 4-H Club stock-judg- she had the lessons on home furing contests at the Kentucky nishings, she filled floor cracks
State Fair. Twenty county teams with a mixture of sawdust and
judged fat stock, 20 dairy cattle glue, then finished the floor with
two coats of shellac. Having seand 15 poultry.
Top judge of meat animals lected wallpaper for her living
was Tony Cocanougher of Gar- room according to suggestions
rard county; of dairy cattle, Bil- received, she papered the room
ly Ridgway of Graves county, and refinished the woodwork.
For her kitchen she bought a
and of poultry, Bill Skaggs of
new electric stove and refrigeraElliott county.
One hundred and fifty dairy tor, and Mr. Melbrain made
cattle were exhibited by mem- built-in cabinets and installed a
bers of 4-H clubs. H. G. McRay, sink. All of the equipment in
of Anderson county had the this room was placed for conJr.,
SERVICE
SAFER
senior and grand champion Jer- venience and to save steps.
sey and Stanley Couch of Carroll county had the junior cham- College Radio Schedules
pion. Graves had the best counPrograms to be given daily at
ty group.
CALL US FOR
12:45 p.m., over radio 'station
Jackie Jenkins of Jefferson WHAS by the College of AgriPROMPT, SAFE
county showed the senior and culture and Home Economics,
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
other way to protray the fami- University of Kentucky, are:
liar theme. How about having Oct. 4, "Notes on Rural HousMohamed Agoent to,
the heroine first show up with ing," Robert E. Skinner; Oct. 5,
Work," Carl
gravy spots all over her white "Utopia Club
pique dickey? How about having Jones; Oct. 6, "Farm Newscast,"
her constantly in need of a Robert H. Ford; Oct. 7. "Feed
-14shampoo ar even a comb? How Situation," L. A. Vennes, and
Farm
from
"Questions
8,
Oct.
alcan
teeth—you
about bad
ways have them capped or put People." On Oct. 9, at 11:30
on braces when the right man grand champion Holstein and
./f
her bite her fingernails? Let's
Betty Moser of Jefferson the
get a little variety in this leavchampion. Jefferson had
junior
ing of the cocoon.
•
the top county group.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
And while we're on the subHarrison
of
Jackie Kimbrough
Contact
ject, how about having a hercounty showed the senior and
JAMES D. MASHBURN
oine, in magazine or movie, who
I—
and
1
Princeton, Ky. gets her man in spite of tor- grand champion Guernsey
Phone 893
John M. Goin of Selby county
toise-shell rims and without get1 4;X
007
',
—
the junior champion. J. R.
ting fitted for contact lenses?
Stephenson of Owen county won
all championships on Brown
Swiss.
Charles Stephenson had the
Southdown sheep, and Norton
,
s
Shearer of Fayette county had
the champion Hampshire.
,
Polly Stovall of Logan county
won n sewing machine for her
,
4-.1i clothing exhibit. A total of
1,01.l, garments were exhibited.
se
----Winners of high places in the
633-jar canning exhibit includ.,
ed Mary Lyon and Audrey Stin,
ers, Henry county; Imogene Red,
Fayette; Shirley Hahn and Ella
Marie Leathers, Anderson; and
Emily Stutzenberger and Mary
Anne Huflage, Jefferson.
From coast-to-coast, Bendix Washer dealers are
Permanent finish organdy that launders and launders...rand still
Tops in the show of baked
crisp
foods were Joan Lee Stinson and
giving away 1,000,000 big, beautiful Cannon
stays fresh as new! 9" french-headed ruffles keep theircool
Betty Schynost, Jefferson; Betcolors
of
bath towels In a gay assortment
charm. In lovely shades
ty Calvert, Scott; Margaret Cotiook —smart decorator tie-backs add rnota
ton, Anderson, and Elsie Claucost
yours—without
and patterns! You'll get
sen, Oldham.
to brighten any room. White, rose, bine, yellow, grow or peach;
demonour
see
you
hen
or obligation—w

,
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"We wish to state that after selling
Geo-iblineral for eight months, this
product has broken all sales records
in the medicine line in our drug
store"—reports Jack Wright, owner o:
Economy Drug Co., Anderson, S. C.
to
rush
people
year.
ter
report almost miraculous renags and spas, to drink "Usershelping
with rheumasuit
sults,
wamiraculous
their
in
tism, arthritis, weak kidneys, and
re all heard of the won- various stomach ailments. We believe
rs of Lourdes, France, that there exist very few Benue on the
MIS
_Thronion in ancient druggists' shelf with the merit of
medicine Of thousere, according to legend natural mineralsold on guarantee batottles
of
ands
e god of eternal sthength sis,
.
..
ye be_ Z1 ,..mimmill&Mtelah
.......
there Mwl•ef
drank its waters and
be forever young.
[SERA'. contains minWE URGE everyone to try GEOret at the world's best
Watch your elimination MINERAL Do not hesitate one
bowels a day or two after moment. Go to your drug store
The waste, black as the now. Get one bottle. Use it one
rent
year shoes, will start to week. It you are not 1011 per
s. and you will SEE it. satisfied, we will refund your money
wondo
may
It
today!
e your urine. You may In fttIL Try It
InvestSs—poisonous waste— ders for you—and be the best
of your kidneys, rellev- ment for your health. Make you feel
d then realize the price- eat,sleep,work and enjoy life better.
GEO-KISIERALt 1 btl. $1.111, 11 ter OAP
d GEO-MLNERAL.

azing Results

100% Guaranteed
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Fall Eggs Valuable

PRINCETON, KY.
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stration of the new Bendix Washer
with the Automatic Soap Injector!

Slue-eat Eoefett
BIG, RUGGED AND BEAUTIFUL

HORTON
WASHER

Curtaips_raeasure_a_full 90" z 90".Paixt

$124.95
like this full ales, full capacity
Horton washer with its double wan
tub, aluminum agitstor, and 'A
motor. Styled smartly. Wit•hes clothes
wonderfully. A very good buy at ship

You'll

THREE DAYS ONLY

very low price.

Large Sizes . . .....

COTTAGE SETS . . . . .

(Model 5-101, including

CA
.
$498

$1.49to $2.98

RAYON TAILORED PANELS . .

"BRAIN"!
OME SEE THE WASHER WITH A
CAN EVEN PUT IN ITS OWN SOAP!

AS LOW AS $19995
OW A BENDIX FORnormal
installation)

$5.90 to $12.90

CUSHION DOT MARQUISETTE
PRISCILLAS 100"x90"

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
October 4,5 and 6

job no other washer can
I worth seeing ... because the Benclix does an extra
newest step-saver, the
that
has
Bendix
! Yes, the Bendix ... and only the
and isuts in the
measures
it
how
see
Come
ating Automatic Soap Injector.
demonstration
our
watch
Come
time.
act amount of soap at exactly the right
... absolutely free!
towel
bath
Cannon
d take home a beautiful

$4.98

PLAIN COTTON MARQUISETTE
PRISCILLA 82"x90" . .

$2.79
CURTAIN MATERIALS in plain or fancy
35cth69c
Cotton, Rayon, very good selection . , .
69c to $1.19
GOOD LINE CRETONNE . .
$1.19to $1.49
DRAPERY DAMASK . . .
$1.98
FURNITURE COVERING . . . . .
NYLON TAILORED PANELS . . . .

M.411141/

Atr.molle soap
•ptionel

vva

YOUR FREE TOWEL WHILE OUR SUPPLY
IRST COME, FIRST SERVED! GET

P.S. and wily Horton
wash,. tan Sae the
kloonotio, on txtlu•
ON Malan loatung.
Really a email washer
''within the Iola
weehee“. Th• Kleon•
et. Is wonder/al IN
5.All 1•• 1.51,5•5• 1'
•eshet.
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Boom To Continue
Thru Next Year
Economists Say • —
May Be Slight Decline
In Incomes Late In
1949, Agriculture
Bureau Reports
,0, Aseut-le rap PHISIS)
Washington — Federal economists predicted this week the
present boom in employment
and personal income will continue through 1949.
This prediction came from the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, while two other government
reports say that:
I. The income of farmers,
measured in terms of purchasing

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern lit. vdth It. hurry and
,
woryIcigula
drinkiat -h-iatabirtk!TT'1.
"..t
hrh.t
a
Lion -•throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidney.. They •re apt to become
over-tased and fail to Alter saner acid
end other impuritied from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging back•che,
headache, dissiness, settles up nights.
leg paina,
constantly
tired, nervoiu, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Iroatem Pills. Doan's help the
kidneys to paas off harmful acme, body
waste. They have had more than half•
century ni public approval. Are recover.
mumied L'y IT•taila were everywhere.
p.m iseigAbor/

111 rishia men
.M,,nt
AP -- Fort
Peck reservoir is so full of fish
authorities may have to dynamite them if anglers can't be
rsuaded to catch -them. Tlie
drastic action is planned, fish
and game officials said, because
the . man-made
r‘servoir
is
overpopulated with trout, pike,
bass, sturgeon, catfish, perch,
crappie, ling, bullheads, goldeyes and drums.
It is safe to keep canned food
in the can it comes in, if It is
kept cool and covered, says the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
power, is expected

to average

Boyd Farmers See
Up-To-Date Place

New Crille of '19 Kaiser

When Boyd county farmers In
the vicinity of England 11111 via1,111,1-../.4141. of Warta Bryant
recently, they not only saw results of good farming methods,
but other practices worthy of
note, said Farm Agent John L.
Howland, senior assistant coon
ty agent. They were particularly interested in seeing Mr.
Wade's completely eq u ipped
faten shop, tool shop and storage Spaces for machinery and
the like. They also saw his wellplanned and thriving garden,
where most of the food is grown
for the family. Mr. Bryant raises all of his dairy feed, grinding it and mixing it on the farm.

more than twice as high this
year as it was in the pre-war
the prewar figure, the board
years 1935-39.
said.
2. The cost of living istdex rose
But the report said that alanother notch in August.
though farm income has soared
The Bureau of Agricultural in
comparison with other types.
Economics, in its first forecast not
all farmers have hit it rich.
for the year ahead, said there
"Incomes received by many
MASSIVE HORIZONTAL BARS which blend with a new one-piece, wrapmay be a slight downward trend farmers
arocind bumper feature the front-end styling of the 1949 Kaiser DeLuxe
who operate small acrein incomes late next year. But ages
sedan.
Extra large parking anti directional turn lamps, plea• new hoodhave been small," the remounted "Buffalo-IC" emblem, diatinguish the simplified grille design.
it predicted that 1949 incomes as port
said, "and it appears that
The 1949 model embodies more than • hundrud Improvenieuis.
a w ole will about equal th.q sizeable
numbers of these farmyear:s record.
ers have been taking industrial
Remodeling Plans
The -ureau commented:
jobs."
"Demand for farm products in
Furnishe
d Farmers
It estimated the number of
the United States in 1949 will persons
Due to high prices of new
on farms at the end of
continue near the record levels 1947
buildings and equipment, the
was 27,400,000, or 10 percent
of 1948, primarily because of less
College of
Agriculture and
than before World War II.
Show
Roads, Streams,
large personal incomes."
Home Economics, University of
"Non-farm population, meanThe Federal Reserve Board, in while,
Kentucky, is stressing remodelhas increased nearly 20 Parks, Man Made
a separate report on the farm percent
ing and general improvement of
since 1937, to 118,000,000 Structures
situation, said farmers this year
houses and equipment now on
at the end of 1947," the board
Frankfurt, Sept. 21—Three rewill have more than double the noted.
farms.
vised and improved county maps,
buying power they had before
During the last year 2,886
On the dark side of the ecotG war—even allowing for in- nomic
situation, the Bureau of first fruits of a long-range plan plans were furnished farmers in
creases in the cost of living and
Labor Statistics reported the to remap all of Kentucky's 120 Kentucky and 247 sent to farmof farm production.
cost-of-living index jumped an- counties, halo been completed ers in 37 other states. Many plans
In dollars, total cash farm inother notch in August. This in- by the Kentucky Department of also were -given out at a series
come will be about four times
of equipment shows held in 25
dex measures retail prices of Highways.
The department's division of counties and attended by more
goods and
services
usually
bought by families of moderate planning has ready for distribu- than 23,000 persons.
tion new planometric maps of
Special plans of walk-through
Fulton, Hickman and Graves types of milking parlors were
counties. Nearing completion ale prepared to assist farmers in renew maps of Johnson and Law- ducing labor and building costs
rence counties.
on dairy
barns. Educational
"These are the first new coun- work was done on hay driers ti
What to do for woman's oldest
ty maps to be drawn since 1937", reduce harvesting losses and to
problem, functional monthly pain?
Division Director R. E. Bagby improve the quality of feed for
Many a girl and woman has found
said. "They are greatly superior livestock.
the answer in CARDT/fEi 2-way help.
to older maps because of more
You see, CARIYUI may make things
modern mapping methods, now Pocily Pedler
lots easier for you in either of two
at the division's disposal."
East Lansing, Mich. — AP —
ways: (I) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
Approximately eight months Little George Guerre, pocketon the label, it should help relieve
of detailed work by the divi- size
Michigan State
College
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
sion's field engineers and drafts- halfback, was as successful this
throughout the month like a tonic, men
went into the making of the summer selling' insurance as he
it should improve your appetite,aid
first three maps. They show all is on the gridiron. During one
digestion, and thus help build up
US, State and county, roads, des- month Guerre ranked second in
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDIII is scientifically pre- ignated by type, and all streams, sale in his company's entral
lakes, ponds, marshes, dam:. division of three states. A senpared and scientifically tested. If
You suffer "at those certain times", parks, forests and beaches.
ior, Guerre plans to enter the
get CARD111 today.
'The maps are two dimen- insurance business full-time
sional and do not attempt to when he graduates.

State Providing
Maps Of Counties

Nothing like it! The new QUAKER 3210 oil heater puts 14to 3,
6
more heat in your home with the same amount of oil. That means
important fuel savings. Sensational new QUAKERTROL does
it. This new device automatically delivers the right amount of air
to the burner regardless of natural chimney draft. Gives perfect,
economical combustion on any chimney.
... in any weather. And
there's 79% more primary heating surface to make your oil go
further ... last longer. REPLACE NOW! Be sure of heating
comfort NOW and for years to come. See this marvelous new
heater TODAY.

Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

WEAR A MOVIETONE SWEATER
As Seen in "Calling All Girls"

incomes in large cities.
On Aug. 15, the index hit 174.5
percent of the 1935-39 average-up 0.5 percent from the July 15
mark.
At the same time, the bureau
said the wages of factory workers reached a new high of
$53.86 a week.
The bureati notes a small drop
in retail food prices, down 0.1
percent to 216.6 percent of the
1935-39 average or 10.2 percent
higher than a year ago and 48.8
percent above the June 1946
level.
But while food prices inched
lower, the wholesale in
which determines what food
prices will be later tang up another all-time high.
The Bureau of Agricultural
Economics' prediction about the
economic future were made in
a report on the dairy situation.
While prices of some farm
products have eased off in recent months, the bureau saw little likelihood of lower prices for
milk and dairy products in 1949.
The reason, it said, is the
prospect that milk production
a person will be the lowest
since the drought years of
the 1930s.

show land/ contours," Bagby
said. "By/ means of symbols they
shoal all man-made structures
including houses, schools, churches, cemeteries, bridges, stor,
s,
hotels, hospitals, industrial areas,
airports, and filling stations. Al;
towns having names, regardless
of size, are located."
The maps are used by highway engineers and by the general public and are available at
a small charge.

the prescriptions which your
physician writes are usually written in Latin. No doubt you have
wondered why. Prescriptions are
written in Latin because Latin is
a dead and never-changing language, universally employed in medical practice.

See our Circus Sweaters for the kiddies advertised

makes.

Everybody reads The Leader!
businessmen in Morgan county are
Yetnanizirig that dairying' is Otte'
vGINTS file.— ,
of the most promising farm enterprises in the county, stated
Farm Agent Charlie Dixon. As
a result, 80 farmers are selling
tONG DIStANCE MOVING
milk and 100 farmers, cream.
Contact
Mrs. Arnold Cox, who had
JAMES D. MASHBURN
three grade Jersey Cows, receivPhone 893
Princeton,
ed $82 for milk sold over a fiveweek Period .this summer. This
Mt an income of $62 above feed
costs for that time, plus all the
milk her family of five used.
Another example cited with
that of Dockie Murphy, who received a net income above feed
costs of $152 in one month from
six grade Jersey cows. Mr. Murphy figures that this income of
$5 a day for less than-two hours
work, done with the aid of his
small son, is the easiest money
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Two No. 18 American Blower three speed unit heaters.
Each rated at 250 feet of radiation.

7,500.•Incl
Include
ude total,
'44st fall's all-ti
tire 225 at the
Isolessuisv
the Northern

One Iron Fireman Bin Feed
stoker. Capacity 30 pounds of
coal per heur. Stoker controls
included.

authoritiesran
t
oCuclicyti

One 22-S-6 Well McLain
cast iron heating boiler, 750
ft. of radiation.
The above equipment sufficient for an average size stove.

and

Cream Su
Friday Nig
Oct. 1
Beginning At
6:30 O'clock

CRIDE
School Hoy

LOW COSI,

ats0
Cakes, I

HIGH-PAY
TirKARMING
FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock
Phosphate supplies low-cost
phosphorus, for bigger crops
and richer pastures. Because
this snon-acid phosphate can't
burn any seed or plant .. .
because it doesn't leach out,
but
remains in the soil until dissolved by the growing plants'
own root acids . . . you can
apply enough to make your
soil phosphorus rich for years
ahead with one labor-savi
ng
application. This is the lowcost, high-pay way to farm!
Investigate!
Write to .. • .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5,

Nationally known manufacturers

NSORED RY
Public is Cordiall

A selection of syles and sizes
from which to choose.

S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

•Perhaps you have noticed that

e

he

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.

Why are Prescriptions
often Written in Latin?

W

Dairying Favored
In Morgan County
miiny fic niers as well as

A Latin prescription written in America or England can be filled in Puerto Rico, Russia, or
Prance, even though the pharmacist may not
know a word of English. On the other hand, no
matter where your prescriptions may be written,
we can fill them promptly and aceu itely. That
is our specialty.

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers t
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Tax
payers are governed by the following law, ac
cording to the Kentucky Statute,Section 132.220
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning o
having any interest in taxable property in Cald
well County to appear before the Tax Commis
sioner beginning August 2and have same listed.'

HERE'S W
WE D
ewnpipte n-x
nu,
t Brain
rasp

and

flu

3 Refill
eranke
clean. fresh oil
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NAay Transfer
To U. K.
,In 509-unit4 •ot
,

l , located on the Unit Kentucky .campus,
ansferred from federal
It to state ownership
.y date if plans now in
-s of completion maBoth the city' of Lexand Fayette county have
rights to the two housets and I scattered
And the University has
1,11eation for transfer of
The move is design,1 federal government
nye costs and to alarersity to apply °rot-. to operation costs.

Southern Kentucky through-desIgnat,d oastHIGHWAY Awestpropowd
highway offering outstanding scenic attractions Majestic grandeur, restful sylvan beauty, Interesting unique
(,) formations, colorful seasonable panoramas, streams, forests
K y.
and fickle, historical
U.S. 6

and romantic interests, educational and
health advantages, and varied industrial and commercial
opportunities. Direct route, no where more than
eight miles from the 900 mile air line
from Columbus to Hyden.

Map by Division of Public Information, War
Minn, Director
Depactinant of Highways, IrrisnkforL Ky.
Lhatrilioted by The Saidlnel-Echo, London, Ky.

With educational institutions
in Ohio, Michigan and Kentuc'ky faced with capacity enrolments this fall, Veterans itdminlstnation said today that every
assistance will be given disabled
veterans in gaining admission to
schools of their choice.
VA Branch Office officials in
Columbus, 0., said VA training
officers will make every effort
to place disabled veterans in
educational courses they need
to complete their vocational
teaming.
Primary responsibility of
VA's vocational rehabilitation
and education service is the
prompt and successful rehabilitation of the disabled xeteran.
VA said it did not believe any
school would refuse to make
special arrangements for these
veterans if their cases were
brought to the schools' attention.
Latest statistics show 8,014
disabled veterans enroled in educational institutions in the three
states under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, including 4,047
in Ohio, 2,928 in Michigan and
1,039 in Kentucky.
Veterans
Administration
Branch Office in Columbus, 0.,
reported today that 2,734 disabled veterans in Ohio. Michigan and Kentucky have acquired vehicles totalling $4,348,714
under the "autos for amputees"
program.
The totals by states: Ohio,
1,248 vehicles costing $1,986,659;
Michigan, 974 vehicles totalling
$1,547,341; Kentucky, 512 vehicles amounting to $814,714.
The law granting automobiles

LOUISVILL

. Enrolment Soars
nlyster enrolment at the
of Kentucky surpasd expectations to reach
7,660 at the conclusion
day of late registralast Wednesday (Sept.
c. K. authorities previousd estimated the number of
tilts would range between
and 7,500. Included in the
record total, less than 200
. of last fall's all-time mark
tr are 225 at the College
„cy in Louisville and
,; the Northern Extension
in Covington, according
reports.

PIE
and

e Cream Supper
Friday Night,
Oct.]
It, ginning At
;0 O'Clork

CRIDER

School House
also
,dwiebes, Cakes, Candy, etc.
SPONSORED BY P.T.A.
Public is CordiallyInvited.

tut.
By Russell Dyche
Editer The Sentinel-Echo,
London.
There is an east-west highway in Kentucky which for
three hundred miles is nowhere
more than eight miles from a
straight line between the terminals, which line bisects six
county seats or goes through
their immediate suburbs. It enters the State at its most scenic
Spots in both the east and west
and is already built and blacktopped and in excellent traveling condition its full length.
Which highway is it? Well, It
has not one but three designation. From the east to Edmonton, almost halfway across this
long State of ours, it is marked
Ky. 80; from Edmonton to Aurora, just west of the Tennessee
river, it is U. S. 68; from Aurora
to Columbus it is Ky. 98. It's
really behind the "8" ball now,
as you may see, but it has possibilities that might easily make
it one of Kentucky' most popular thoroughfares.
In the west it takes you to
the long famed "Iron Banks of

The Journal 1595

Unusual
niaflY big performance.
set feature& H
"

the Mississippi," planned and ful and restful forest
green .in tlement was at the Goose Creek
subdivided and its sections sold all its various stades in the Salt
Works near Manchester; the
at high prices as the future Spring, and in the Fall a riot
Provisional Government of KenCapital of the United States, of color that must be inspiring tucky
which became a part of
Columbus. In the east are th:_, to the most casual soul. Short the
Southern Confederacy, was
"Breaks of the Big Sandy", once Creek, between London ard established
in the courthouse in
proposed as a National Park, Somerset, comes from under one Russellville
whRe Bowling Green
which proposal- is still supported cliff only to disappear under was
designated as the provisionby a large number of people as another about
a hundred yards al capital; there was a Shaker
having the most magnificient away, but not until
after it has village near the Warren-Logan
scenery in Eastern Kentucky furnished power
to a typical county line, which now is the
and Western Virginia, and that water-power
grist mill; while center "of the most beautiful
is saying a lot.
Lost River, near Bowling Green, stock farms anywhere, not exNor is the scenery of the route is a similar and larger
phenome- cluding the Blue Grass"; many
limited to its extremities, it is non with added attractions
of a places along the route are rich
null of scenic spots from one end dance floor where
it enters a in historical facts and legends
to the other.
cave and other amusement fa- of early Kentucky romance, inFour of Kentucky's sixteen ac- cilities.
cluding stories of the Long
tive State Parks are directly on
Two of Kentucky's five new Hunters, first pioneers, Indian
this highway or immediately ad- tuberculosis sanitariums
are on raids, Civil War engagements—
jacent to- it: Columbus-Belmont, the highway, at London
a nd and politics.
Jefferson Davis, Kentucky Lake Glasgow; as is one of its
four
The highway is through the
and Levi Jackson. Three other regional State -Colleges,
at Bow- famed Kentucky River coal
State Parks and Mammoth Cavt. ling Green, with a second
at field with Hazard its center,
National Park are of easy ac- Murray on an alternate route
where there are many interest- lied, with sites so beautiful and
cess from it: Cumberland Falls adding not more than
ten miles. ing operations to which the pub- serving such great industries
on an alternate route adding 33 Among other colleges
along the lic is always welcome, the lar- and so interesting, deserves cellmiles to the distance, Mammoth way are Pikeville College, Sue
gest wooden tipple in the world, sideration in the selection of a
Cave the same adding approxi- Bennett College, at
London. one of the largest strip mines, southern east-west through-desmately 26 miles; Pennyrile State Lindsey-Wilson
a,t Columbia and many other large opera- ignated highway, which is genPark and Forest, a side trip of and Bethel College for Women tions.
In this section also might erally accepted as needed by
about 32 miles for the round at Hopkinsville. The Bowling be
sited the Frontier Nursing Kentucky.
trip: Kentucky Dam the same, Green Business University Service
at Wendover, near Hyon a 36 mile boat trip. The high- ranks high among those of the den in
Leslie county, organized
way passes through Kentucky Nation and is the largest in the and
still headed by Mrs. Mary
Woodlands Wildlife Refuge.
South; while the work of the Breckinridge; "Home Place" exCumberland Falls and Mam- Hindman Settlement School has perimental mountain
farm, shop,
moth Cave are seven miles and received wide recognition and community
center and hospital
approximately a half hour near- support.
Lear Hazard operated under F.
er over this route than any
Historically, Kentucky's worst trust fund; and Robinson Forest
other.
Indian massacre occurred in on Buckhorn creek.
The full length of the route f- Levi Jackson State Park, while
Both the Burley and Dark Tofords spacious carpets of beauti- their last attack on a white set- bacco belts, some of the finest
farm lands, industrial cities and
commercial centers are on the
route. There are the mountains
of Eastern Kentucky, the vast
plains of Western Kentucky, and
all the variations in between.
Fishing and hunting abound,
and other recreation and tourist
After 18 years with a local insurance agency, I
attractions that can not be. fully
covered in such an article ad
decided to go in business for myself, and feel
this. To mention a few: Mill
fully competent to give you the same service and
Springs National Cemetery and
Zollicoffer Park at Nancy, east
courtesy as in the past. I will represent Strong
of Somerset; Wolf Creek Lake,
American Stock Insurance Companies, and will
in the making, in Pulaski and
write Farm, City, Life and Automobile Insurance.
Russell counties; Russell
Springs is a principal access to
Dale Hollow as well as to Wolf
Creek Dam; Sulphur Wells summer
resort
near Edmonton;
Duncan Hines home
office
at Bowling Green:41trulean
Springs; old works and paper
mill and other spots about
106 E. Court Square
Cadiz, not excluding Golden
Princeton, Ky.
Pond; the Woolridge monuments
in a Mayfield cemetery.
Phone 248
Surely a route so direct
through territories so divers.-

or other ..conveyances for World
?Off
yetertirie Who. in seiVice
lost, or lost the use of, .one or
both legs at or above the -ankle
will
remain
effective
yntil
June 30, 1949.
A veteran who qualifies is entitled to a vehicle costing not
more than $1,600, including such
special equipment or appliance
as may be necessary to enable
him
to operate the vehicle
safely.

I have a chance to have a Power Fogging Machine here next
Thursday, October 7th, that can fog the whole town — or
any street, dairies, fair grounds, your home or building
at a small cost—
The fog is 64,000,000 times smaller than a spray and will
find every crack and crevice, small or large, that a spray will
not touch — from the basement to the attic — see July 19th
Life n.agazine, pages 49, 50, 51.
Its not harmful to groceries, vegetables, household items,
clothing or human beings — but it's advisable to vacate for
3 hours.

Cost for residence from $7.50 to $10.00
Business houses about 10c sq. ft. floor space.

FOR YOUR OLD BATTERY
ON ANY NEW

The new Studebaker is
their idea of something"super"
in an automobile!

xpoyers to
ffice. To
ng law, ac.
ion 132.220:

"LOOK!

THEY'VE GOT A
NEW
STUDEBAKE
R!" What
delight
a
sheer
into those youngster's voice can
put
teprds!
Yes, the
tiFeamlined Studebake
the magic car
r
is
of all the
of the
nation's school cars to most
When you hear
children.
them say, "It
a liqle like
looks
anew
giving a lot of Studebaker" they're
praise
to any car.
Take a tip
from
America! Look and keen-eyed young
There's nothing compare!
like
Studebaker's
Aight-streamed new
sedans, coupes,
convertibles—style stars
of all cars.

$ owning °f
rty in Cold'
WHAT
HERE'S
wE DO •"

ax Commis:
ame

I

omplete D-X Lubrication
2 Drain and flush crankcase
3 Refill
with
crankcase
clean, fresh oil (5 cits.)

. Dunn
RES TONE PRODUCTS
r touFt Square

4 Drain, flush and refill .
transmission
5 Drain, flush and refill differential
6 Test battery, check cables
and connections

R. M. Oliver
FUELS
OILS,
MOTOR
D-X
Phone 838

HOPIEDISVILLE ROAD

STUDERARE.R...FIRST

FAIR WITH A POSTWAR CAR!

Accidents that cripple or kill
occur on the average once every
four minutes in U..S. factories.

In your Home — In your Basement — In your Grocery Store
In your Restaurants — In your Hotel — Everywhere
And Anywhere

TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

BATTERY

Carbines and rifles for the
armed forces are being packed
in steel, cans to protect them
from rust.

BUGS - - ROACHES - - INSECTS - - FLIES
MOSQUITOES - - BED BUGS - - MOTHS

$400

Ti restone

The halo around the sun, a
ring colored like a rainbow, Is
caused by tiny ice crystals that
bend light rays.

10 x 28 Firestone Tires .
4x 19 Firestone Tires .
(Including Tax)
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Warm Welcome For
Truman Planned
By Kentucky Cities
President's 17-Car
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Murray College Meets
Memphis State Friday

Scout Executive
Asks Elks' Help

Asks -Elks' Aid

Classified Ads

Ask Employers To
Hire Handicapped

'0Iier 13
There Ult. livW
Murray '
active
Murray State's
tered
133 physically
SPECIAL: Ladies'
WEED-EMI,
Stores.
ltc
Thoroughbreds journey to Mem.1AT.1111/X1 - la tni. a r,
Rayon Jersey Panties 71k Triphis, term., Friday night of this
TIRES
Local Lodge Urged To
the Hopkinsville
cot in blue and buttercup.
week to take on Memphis State
State
Civic
Groups
Will
Join
ment 'Service office F.,
Thru Monday at 41k. Federat- With a written guarantee for car
Sponsor Troop, Aid
in the second game of the seaTrain son after defeating Culver
In Move To Aid
number 86 are
truck or tractor. Get our price
ed Stores.
ltc
Camping Facilities
Peace, manager veterans
Will Enter Kentucky
Hodge Motor and Implement Disabled
Stockton of Canton, Mo., 40-13,
of
John I. Dean, executive for
Are your headlights 0. K,1 If
vile area office, the 'el
Company. Phone 87.
tic
in their opener here Sept. 24.
The
first
full
Today; Chapman
week
of October
said.
not, we can give you a perfect
the Western • Kentucky Area
Memphis is the team that hanjob with the BEAR HEAD- Need a used car or truck? See has been designated by an at
Opens Campaign
Council,
Boy
Scouts
of
America,
Louisvill
e a 13-7 beating
ded
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER —
„Henderson and Owensboro, last
our stock ad get our prices of Congress at "National Employ
made a talk to the Elks Club
week.
a job that will meet state rein western Kentucky, are planbefore you buy. Randolph Mo- The Physically Handicapped
here Tuesday, Sept. 21. He statquirements. Hodge M o t or
ning warm welcomes for Presitors, Ford Sales and Service. ltc Week." During this week atThe speed of farm haulage ed that the Elks and
Sales. Phone 87.
'Scouts
ltc
tober 3-9, an intensive carnolign
dent Hairy S. Truman when his has been increased from seven have much in. common, in
that
Kennedy and Stalling — Electmiles
40
to
hour
FOR
an
SALE:
is to be carried on oy churches,
acres
land.
30
through
good
use both stress good citizenship and
17-car special train enters the
Heal
contractors; REA...wiring
of anti-friction bearings.
5/4 ,mile north of Fresdonia,
civic
are enemies of communism.
clubs, public organizations,
State Thursday about noon and
a sps_ialty. Work guaranteed.
Ky., on gravel road. 22 acres
Veterans AdministratiOn, VetPhone 3654 or 541-W.
political enthusiasm among Dem- outcome of the Senate race in Both organisations are open to
tic
in cultivation. 258 acres in
members of all races and
erans of Foreign Wars and the
ocrats, long at low ebb, seems the State.
(Gallitin county) Illinois, good Boys' Union Suits, ecru color.
American Legion, so that the
Said Chapman: "If my good creeds.
, te
land,
farm
certain to hit high tide .this
stripping
6
coal
to
16.
31.49 pr. Federated consciousness
He said the Elks have been
friend, the Republican nominee,
of employers may
John
L
Dean
vein.
weekend as the campaign enNear
field.
oil
200 acres
Stores.
ltc be brought to the necessity
had the deciding vote it would friends of Scouting ever since
of
ters its final stages.
in cultiy,ation. J. W. Tedford,
be cast for the continuance of 11/20 and described how some
giving suitable employment to
SAVE MONS,
Marion,
Ky.
Owenaboro will take an offi- the
3tp
Elks
lodges
in
other
towns
of
Taft-Wherry leadership and
handicapped,
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts t h e physically
cial half holiday for the Presiwould place Republicans in con- the council are sponsoring Scout
based on their ability
PIANOS — RADIC6 — ORGANS
and accessories for
your
dent's 15-minute visit, during trol
of all committees. If I have Troops. He urged the Elks to
It has been found by actual
— SOLO VOX. Top quality, Chrysler-built automobiles and
which he will speak from the
the deciding vote, that vote will sponsor a Scout unit for young
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im experience that those wit'', some
train's rear platform. It will be be
cast for a Democrat as ma- men of Princeton, 15 years old
409 S. Main, lillopkinsville, Ky.
plement Company. Phone 87 physical handicap are really
Several From Here
the first time a President in of- jority
leader and for Democra- and more, and requested help
Ph. 652-M.
52tp
tic more competent to peer),n t.erfice has ever visited the Daviess
See
9-Year
in
developi
Improv
ng
the
recreatio
ements
nal
tic control of all committees.
tain work and duties than troccie
county metropolis.
WEED-END
'ISPECI
facilities
Ladies'
Men's
AL:
of Kentucky Lake for
winter weight union suits, with no handicap.
"A comparison of the RepubIn Conducted Tours
At Frankfort, schools will close
4-gore
Slip,
rayon crepe. Tea36 to 46, $1.79. Federated
licans and Democrats on the Ap- use of these young men.
Although Princeton and CaldAll employers are requested Our Auto loon flan Is Os,
and the mayor asked all busirose, 32 to 38. $2.98 value,
He stated the council has obStores.
propriations Committee a nd
It* to cooperate, and it will be sat way to get cash for to; r
well county weren't on the itinness houses to do the same,
$1.98 thru Monday. Federated
Committee for Agriculture is tained 91 acres from the U. S. erary
deeply appreciated by the Ken- or for any money emir
of the Kentucky Bankers
while the President is there.
Stores.
You'll like our
Itc The American Legion Auxiliary tucky State Employm
sufficient to convince any sane Government Department of Fish
quick '
ent Sorwill hold a rummage sale SatA big rally is planned at
SOMCD.
person that the farm program, and Wildlife Refuge, at the Association tour of Western WANTED: Company Represen
vice,
708-710
S.
Virginia
Street,
urday,
taOct.
2,
Louisville tonight and other citbasemen
in
the
t
Kentuck
y
farms,
mouth
several
of
Turkey Creek, for the
from
for example, would be safer
tive will be in your city soon
of the Elks' building Doors Hopkinsville, if they will place
ies and towns from Louisville
with Democrats in control of the Boy Scout camp. He pointed out here attended demonstrations in
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talk
to
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men
and
women
open at 9 o'clock.
who
to Ashland will greet the TruMcCrack
ltc
en and Hopkins councommittees and the legislatiVe the need for more camping fahandicapped persons and th,se
IllteAlltde
want a profitable, Rawleigh
man train Friday.
cilities near the Western part ties last weekend.
processes of the Senate".
business. Big demand now — LOST: A pair of glasses, pink, with physical handicaps are urg4
/MANCE
Kentucky is among several
Approxim
ately
of
200
the
council.
bankers
CORPORATION Of
One of the high points of the
horn-rimmed, in a brown lea- ed to register with this agercy
large profits. Write at once.
states which both major politiA discussion followed Dean's and visitors were present when
I al! W. Market,
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ther
case.
Lost
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Farm Problems

Democratic Youth
To Meet Oct. 16

VISIT
Littlepage's Hobby House
LAMPS - CRYSTAL - CHINA

IT COST NO MORE TO BUY
SOUND AND SAFE INSURANCE
"For 40 Years We Have

Delicious Jumbo Cake Do-Nuts,

Stayed And Paid"...

Glazed,

P

'Laundry Bleach

Deaths - Funerals

Crackers

C. A. WOODALL

Pork 8, Beans

Corn

Pancake Mix
Furniture Polish

FOR SALE!
125 Acre Farm

$6,000

30c
10c

10c

$1.00

Graham Crackers

29c

Wheat Toast Wafers 29c
R

Loving Cup Coffee

39c

Daisy Cheese

58c

Soda Crackers

44c

White Cake Mix
Honey

38c

Pure closer, 1 lb. jar
Lahuma, fancy, no grit

ht, 25c
Spinach
Orange Juice 46 ox. can 221/2c
J
Marshmallow Creme 19c
Tomato Juice
Oleomargarine
28
Salad Dressing
48c Sandwich Spread
Peanut Butter ,6.7 jar 33c S
24 oz

Heart of Florida

18 ez c in

elly Farm Brand, asst. 12
oz
Naas, fancy

My Choice-1 lb pkg.

jar

46 07

1
/
2c

Table Garden

Peas Lapel, early June, 20 .,
Queen Anne, 8 oz. jar

Pernianent improvements, gravel
road, located near Crider, Ky.
4114

•••

Also 3 small dwellings in

And anything you need in farm equipment — See

Princeton, Ky.

Gold Craft

16c

ardines in oil

Bananas
O

large, yellow, lb.

JOHN E. YOUNG
Tol 25

Princeton, Ky.

No. I i

'iii

122C

U. S. No. 1, Indiana Cobbler

P

otatoes full weight, 10 lb.Kale, Mustard or Turnip

Greens
_

4114

GENE WISE

12/
1
2c
28c

sound yellow, 5 lbs

Sliced Bacon
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

nions

35c
14c
19c
26c
10C

tall qt. jar

1 New G. I. Corn Picker for sale.

5 Miles West of Princeton, Ky., on 91 Highway

25c

Kidd's-8 oz. jar
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B

I reset- lit

2 New Ferguson Tractors and Equipment at list
price.

1 New Vac Case Tractor Plow and Cultivator at
list price.

10c

15c

Spaghetti
Chili Con Carne

FOR SALE

Sauer Kraut ...„c
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/
2c
19c

Tomato Catsup

6 for 15c

97,

box 26c
b., 17c

Ch

RUMMAGE SALE

svcodard Pri)t!

fresh and crisp

49c
14c

MEAT SPECIALS
1 lb. layers, lb

59c

Pork Sausage

53c
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Listen to "Bing Sings"
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